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United bv Christian love and acommon dedication to the concept that scholarship, freedom and faith are uniquely
confirmed at the University under the Cross,
The Valparaiso University Guild is sustained by its belief in the following values:
CHRISTIANITY
We confessfaith in Jesus Christ asthe Son ofGod and redeemer ofthe world.
Thisfaithunderlies allourindividual andcorporate actions.
SERVICE
We see our work on behalfofValparaiso University as aresponse to the Lord's call to workfor Him
and to serve others with the talents He has given us.
PEOPLE
We affirm the importance ofeach individual and respect the contributions ofall.
We encourage the personal growth and achievement ofour members and ofthe students andfaculty ofValparaiso University.
We provide opportunities tobepartofa dynamic team.
EXCELLENCE
We strivefor the highest level ofquality in all our work and continually seek ways to improve as individuals and as an organization.
We promote excellence at Valparaiso University.
EDUCATION
We believe that learning and teaching are high callings, and that knowledge is apowerful toolfor change.
The Guild supports an environment oftrue scholarship at Valparaiso University, and provides training opportunitiesfor its members,
sothat each may enhance her contribution tothe University andsociety.
COMMITMENT
We give our work in the Guild a high priority inour lives.
We pledge that we will devote the resources and talents God has given us to this worthy task.
innovation
We support creative thinking and suggestionsfor improvement atall levels ofour organization.
communication
We involve ourmembers indecisions thatwill affect their service tothe University.
We see that every member is informed about events on campus and about the ongoing work ofthe Guild.
We listenand respond to ideas and suggestions.
OPTIMISM
We lookforward to the success ofour work, with Christian hope and reliance upon the grace ofGod.
OUR VISION:
nrWE VALPARAISO TTNIVRRSITY GUILD
THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY OF CHRISTIAN WOMEN
USING THEIR GIFTS IN VOLUNTEER SERVICE
AS UNIQUE AND VALUED PARTNERS
INTHE UNDIMINISHED PROGRESS OF VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY
ASTHE LEADING LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY IN THE WORLD.
OUR MISSION:
We create and develop agreater interest in the University' as an institution of Christian higher learning.
Wegive financial assistance to the University.
We assist in increasing student enrollment.
We provide facilities necessary for the students' physical and spiritual welfare.
We emphasize and reinforce the call of the University to provide highly educated and committed
Christian leaders for the nation and the world.
lii Venion 1.2 5/95
Report of the
Guild President
Thoughts in Passing
Convention Address, September,
1995
Good morning, my fn^ds in the Guild! Are you ready to step offinto the
fuUire with me? "Behold I am doing a new thing; now it springsforth, do
you notperceive it?" from the43rd chapterof Isaiah is our theme verse.Do
you sense the anticipation and dawning awareness of unsuspected
possibilities in those words? They speak of passages, adventure, and new
beginnings.
Indeed, we are celebrating several important passages during this
convention weekend. We will present a check representing the completion
of our project for the Union renovation, and select a new project for the
next fiscal year. We will hold our meetings in this room, where we have
conducted business for four decades, and then process with joy and
thanksgiving to the new Valparaiso University Center for the Arts to hold
ourfustmeeting in that wonderful space. We will recognize the completion
of years of service to the Guild by Administrative Assistant Sharon
Hersemann, and welcome a new friend in the office, Support
Specialist Tina Ramos. On Saturday evening we will celebrate the
achievements of ourgood friend Janie Lichtfuss during her sixyears
i as our executive director, and the next morning we will install her
I successor, Rebecca Balko. Completions, passages, changes, new
I things. These are what we will be about this weekend; but I'd like to
I take just afew minutes to look alittle more closely at our theme
I verse, and what I believe it has to say to the Valparaiso University
3 Guild in 1995.
V "Behold I am doing a new thing; now it springs forth, do you not
C perceive it?" The verse just preceding this one reads, "Forget theIformer things. Do not dwell on the past." Our 1995 Executive
Council, which launched our five-year Guild Renewal emphasis
called Target 2000, focused on words from Philippians 3:
"Forgetting what is behind and straining toward what is ahead, I
press on toward the goal to win the prizefor which God has called
me in ChristJesus." Howcan these verses be applied to thoseof us
here, Christian women trying to serve God through our volunteer
work in theGuild? AreIsaiah and Paulsaying thatweshould ignore
everything that has brought us to this moment of passage and
anticipation? Should the Guild of 1995forget what we have done
and been in the past as we look toward our future?Bev Wick
National President
Tomorrow during the "gathering of the Guild" and our procession from
Guild Hall, the mostambitious project in the history of our (vganization,
to our most recent major project, thenew Guild Lobby in theCenter for
the Arts, you will see that we do not underestimate and undervalue our
history and those who have gone before us. It is their courage, faith, and
bold decisions that form the base of everything that we do today. Our
missionand our valuesare the same ones they held, and our vision is one
the Guild womenof 1931,1945,1967 and all the years betweenand since
have shared. Their memory and their spirit are a vital and living partof
ourp'esent community of service, and ofourdream of theundiminished
progress of Valparaiso University as the leading Lutheran university in
the world.
So we do value the past, but we cannot live in it. We cannot stay there.
We cannot op^te in the style of the past Those women were boldand
adventurous for their time; we must be, too. If we do not emulate their
courage and faith, we do not honor them or the strong spirit of this
organization. On my desk 1have propped a note 1wrote during Executive
Council while Judy Rullman, Area Director for Illinois, was at the
microphone. Shesaidsomething those women of thepastwould sayto us
today, "Pass the torch. Don't drop it!" It'sourtask tokeq) this wonderful,
unique, and very special organization functioning strongly and effectively
as a vital parmer to this univ^ity for 1995 and on into thefuture. That
will always be the task of the Guild if we really believe in ourmission.
There must always be"unending, continuous improvement," or there will
be decline and ultimate failure. There must always be change, adjustment,
anticipation, and growth, or there will bestagnation, decline, and death.
This weekend we will hear the recommendations of the Committee for
the Future of the Guild. 1know youwillbe as challenged and excited by
their repeat as theBoard waswhen it first heard it lastspring. We must go
beyond passive responses, however, toenact the changes that they believe
are required for Guild Renewal. We are being asked to vote on several
majcM* changes to ourBylaws during this convention. 1want tochallenge
you to study, listen, pray, debate, question, anddecide these things with a
committed heart, in the spirit of those Guild women who have gone
before us and in anticipation of those who will follow us. Make the
choices that represent your conviction. Argue your point of view
passionately. Don't beabmd of taking the controversial issues outof the
polite closets where we've hidden them lest we hurt someone's feelings
bydisagreeing with them. Those issues will keep pushing their way to the
surface repeatedly, distracting us from our mission. Let's pull them out,
set theelephants in themiddle of theroom, examine them as friends and
co-workers, and decide together what we think about them. That is the
only way we can stand Brmly behind the final decisions and move into
our future as a united community.
Is thattootough? Notforus! TheValparaiso University Guild cando this
because we are a true ccnnmunity, and we share a deepbondof Christian
love. If we really believe in what we say we do, if we stand behind our
values, then the task we face at this convention should not be daunting.
We are a Christian community, giving this service a high priority in our
lives because it is a response to our Lord and good stewardship of the
talents and blessings He has given us. We believe in the power of
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We Value Our History
*Tass the Torch. Don't Drop It!"
Recommendations for the Future
The Task is Doable
education and support innovation and creativity to foster improvement.
We respect each individual's point of view, and we are willing to listen
and respond to one another. Finally, perhaps because of all of that,we are
an optimistic group of people, and we do look forward to the success of
ourwork with Christian hq)e andreliance on thegraceof God.
Hammering the Image ofthe Guild Did you know that our convention verse "BeholdI am doing a new thing:
now it springsforth, doyou not perceive it?" will be the only scripture
verse in the new VUCA? It will honor the Guild and our contribution
toward the lobby, but it alsospeaks of thecreative process, I think. It's a
very ^propriate verse for a buildingwhere art will be made and viewed.
We, too, are artists, and our studio probably looks a little chaotic at this
stage ofthe work, but that's natural and healthy. You and I are hammering
out theimage of theGuild for thenextcentury. Weare in themidst of the
messy, noisy, clamorous stage of creative production. All the work of
preparation has been done; the dreaming, the study, the planning, and
much of the talking are over, and Target 2000 is in sight. We have
gathered the models, the clay, the armature, and the tools. It's time to
continue with the next step by picking up the trowel and chisel. So roll up
your sleeves, friends! Let's get on with the process of designing and
creating the Guild of the next century—an organization that will attract
students from everywhere to this unique and precious center of
scholarship, freedom, and faith!
Move Confidently Forward As we do this, we might begin to feel doubts and hesitations. We might
want to go back to the way things were—^to our comfort zone. We must
notfall into thattrsq). There areseveral motivational slogans I canthink of
that might apply here. Here's one from my favorite sport, baseball:
"Opportunity always involves some risk. You can't steal second with your
foot still on first base." Another slogan comes firom sailing, my brother's
favorite sport: "We cannot adjust the wind ... but we can adjust the
sails." Then there's that Latin standby Carpe Diem—seize the day. Or
how about Nike's "Just do it"? People have seen the wisdom in moving
past thedoubts of the moment to achieve a much-desired goal, and found
many ways to say it I'll say it, too. Now is not the time to hesitate or
turn backf Guildt Just when we have so much to gain by moving
confidentlyforward.
TheMoment of Decision Isn't this oneof the things God is trying to tell us in these verses from
scripture we have been considering. Think of Luke, chapter 9, where
Jesus tells those who would follow him, "Noonewho putshishand to the
plow and looks back is fit for service in the kingdom of God." Think of
Elisha, when Elijah threw his cloak around him, asking him to carry on
his ministry. He was literally inthe midst ofplowing, and hewanted togo
back, to return home to say good-bye to his parents. Elijah simply
reminded him of the momentous nature of what he had justoffered him,
underlining the importance of his call by saying, "What have I done to
you?" Then he turned and walked away. We might use this imagery to
personalize this passage for the Guild. Elijah was at the end of his
ministry and needed to pass his torch. Those dear women and chapters
whohaves^ed the Guild so well in the past will not be able to do this
work in the next century. They arepassing their torch tous. It'sourstage
of the relay. This weekend we are at the moment of decisitm. Do we turn
back,go home, makean excuse, take the easyway out? Or do we boldly
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and passionately declare our desire to be fit servants of the kingdom; and
like Elisha, slaughter the oxen, burn the plow, and assume the new
mantle?
Yes, there will be discouragement. Chapters will close and pet projects
will end, but new ones will spring up to take their place. "Do you not
perceive it?" We can, and we must, do this! We sustain and encourage
each other in this partnership with theUniversity. Sometimes we will lead,
and sometimes we might follow, but I think we haveagreedthat we most
certainly will notgetoutof the way! Those who have gone before ushave
set a high standard, and a clear vision of our wwk leads us forward into
the next century.
The view of the new millennium is clearer in 1995 than it was then, but
the words of O. P. Kretzmann, President of Valparaiso University in 1966,
still have the clear, strong ring of truth. Listen.
"As we begin to train generations who will control the destiny of
humanity during the third millennium of Christian history, we must
neverforget that their world will be vastly differentfrom ours. It will be
a world of new discoveries, of new dangers, and of problems still
unknown. It is our task through high religion and great teaching to
make them worthy of the new dawn which our Lord will surely give
them."
Women of the Guild, there is a mission to take seriouslyl Do we need
more motivation than that? Join hands with your sisters here and across
the country, and let's recommit ourselves to this task. Valparaiso
University needs us in the years to come. This is a partnership that will
make a difference for those who will follow us; this is work that has
lasting and eternal value, and, today, you are the most important member
of the team!
Bev Wick
September23,1995
Sustain and Encourage
A Partnership That Will Make a
Difference
Guild Board with newly-installed Executive
Directm- Rebecca Balko
l-r: Judy Mason, Margaret Zobel, Janle
Lkbtfuss, Rebecca Balko, Bev Wick, Lorraine
Dorough, and Judy Waetjen.
National President Bev Wick and
"Friends" in Lobby of the VU
Center for the Arts.
Report of the
Executive Director
Janie Lichtfuss
What a Special Group You Are!
Bitter/Sweet Weekend
Jauie
Lichtfuss
Retiring
Executive
Director
Madam President, members of the Board, members of the Valparaiso
University Guild, Guests and Friends:
How about this special event-filled day! How about the beautiful lobby
and this beautiful theatre! How about this beautiful Center for the Arts!
Most of all, how about the Valparaiso University Guild and all of you!
What a group you are! When others might say, "We can't," or "We won't,"
this group says, "We can," and. "Of course, we will." When things look
the darkest, this group assesses the situation, looks at the reason for its
very existence, and says, "We will persevere! We have a purpose for being
and we will fulfill that purpose!" I don't know of many groups like that I
have never stopped marveling at the sheer...audacity, brashness, boldness,
temerity of this group called the Valparaiso University Guild. You know
what the definition of temerity is, don't you? It is "unreasonable contempt
of danger or opposition." And I thank our Dear Lord everv dav for that
"unreasonabl^ess" in all of you!
This weekend is, of course, a bitter/sweet one for me. What does an out
going Executive Director say to the group she has worked for and with for
six-plus years when she will no longer be in this position? There are so
many things I want to say. There are so many feelings in my heart that I
would like to share. But there are no such luxuries of time that would
allow for such discourses. I just hope I can finish this address to you
without crying—but that may be asking loo much!
There is one thing I would like to elaborate on, just a bit, however. Way
back when I was National President of the Guild, my very first address to
the members had to do with JOY—I chose it as my theme. I spoke of JOY
never being complete until it is shared. I mentioned that Galatians speaks
of the fruit of the Spirit being love, JOY, peace, etc. and that there are even
places in the Bible that speak of curses that will befall from NOT serving
the Lord with JOYFULNESS and gladness of heart. I even remember
quoting from a John Denver song, "JOY was just a thing that he was
raised on. Love was just a way to live and die." I ended that address by
saying, "Whatever you do, do it with JOY!"
Through the years, and certainly while I have been Executive Director, I
have signed my letters with the single word, "JOY!" (with an exclamation
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point). There were those sad occasions when one of you had lost a loved
one, when I would sign my note to you, "CHRIST JOY!" I remember
Esther Kniger, my ever-faithful grammar checker and proofreader, asking
if I didn't mean "CHRIST'S JOY" with an apostrophe "S." I told her that
was not what I meant It was not joy owned by Christ. Rather, the kind of
joy I have always meant has been the JOY THAT COMES FROM
CHRIST, that is ours BECAUSE of Christ and what He did for us. It was
that special kind of joy that allowed me to sign that same greeting on notes
to women who had lost loved ones, who were not, at the moment,
experiencing earthly joy.
What I have tried to remind each of you, as I have written to or addressed
you, is that you have that joy! It is exactly what has allowed,
encouraged—NO, actually it has d<>manripd that perseverance, dedication,
temerity, that unreasonable contempt of danger or opposition, from all of
you all of the 64 years of the Guild and more. It is why I asked the guitar
choir to sing a Christmas song for part of our devotions this morning. That
JOY wished to Mary was much deeper than just expressing happiness
about the birth of a baby. It was JOY about that Baby becoming our
Savior and all that was entailed in that. That is CHRIST JOY. It has been,
and is, what makes it possible fm* me to pick Guild women out of the
crowd at places like O'Hare Airport When I lived in Colorado and was
bus lady on several occasions, I could see you coming even though I did
not know you personally yet. You radiated something so uniquely
different and wonderful. Don't ever forget mr deny that JOY.
To say that these six years and four months comprise time that is and will
forever be indelibly etched in my heart and mind—is a gross
understatement. To say that having the opportunity to meet so many of
you here on campus, and especially where you live, was one of the most
wonderful experiences of my life—just does not, cannot, express it well
enough. To say that it was wonderful to have the opportunity to serve as
an employee of my alma mater, to wm-k with the faculty, staff and students
here—cannot even begin to express something that was beyond my
wildest imagination. To say that serving as your Executive Director gave
me opportunity to grow and to find the resources widiin myself that the
Lwd knew were there all along (but I didn't) hardly expresses what I have
come to understand about me. To have been able to follow in the footsteps
of past Executive Directors—has been a privilege beyond belief. To have
had the opportunity to work with the dedicated and Christian women who
have served as national officers during this time—has been a rare and
unique pleasure.
In fact, when I think of ALL of you, each and every one of you, I cannot
help but remember a plaque that Marlene Rakow, past National Secretary,
gave to the members of the Board at the time of her last meeting with that
group. It says it better than I ever could and I would like to end with that
quote. The plaque said: "Some people come into our lives and quickly
go...Some stay for a while and leave footprints on our hearts, and we are
never.. .ever... the same."
Thank you for everything and—
Joy Was My Theme
YOU Have That Joy!
Memorable Six-plus Years
Never,..Ever...The Same!
CHRIST JOY!
Convention Decorations
A Personal Note from
Janie
Please forgive the "corpora" manner in which I write mementos. As Armin and I drove to Colorado on
this personal note to each and every member of the Monday, I began pulling a handful of cards and notes
Valparaiso University Guild. out to read out loud It soon became obvious that I could
only do a few at a time, because I ended up in tears
It is difficult for me to express the feelings, the every time. How you kept thsu request for notes a secret,
wonderful feelings, I had during Convention Weekend. I I can't imagine—since I get and read every newsletter
have to admit that the weekend left me absolutely that comes into theoffice. But you certainlydid it.
speechless, and most of you know that is difficult to do.
The point is, I have felt so very honored and privileged
While I knew there would no doubt be a resolution to have had the opportunity to serve as your Executive
ctMiceming my leaving and perhaps a gift of some sort. Director these past six-plus years and I was absolutely
never in my wildest imaginings did I think there would stunned that I should receive such recognition for
be such an outpouring of care, support, and love as I something I was so happy to do.
received.
I could never get personal notes written to all of you, but
First of all, even before Convention Weekend, the I want you to know that I read each and every message
Valparaiso Chapter of the Guild had a wonderful service and card. I will cherish them and—especially—all of
in Gloria Christi Chapel for me with a beautiful youalways. Thank you very, very much!
reception following in the narthex of the Chapel of the
Resurrection. I received many notes and cards then and JOY!
an Olympus camera, which I will thoroughly enjoy
The Board gave me a beautifully framed picture of
bought while on her trip to Sweden. i ^ ^ I;: . „Jl
Janle after having received the Alumni Service Award
The gift of the framed calligraphy from Bev and the
wond^ul resolution, as well as the standing ovation, on
Saturday aftemocm absolutely dumfounded me. And the
"Janie's Last Roundup Banquet" was still to come!
To receive the Alumni Service Award, as well as the
beautiful hand-blown crystal obelisk formed around a
colored candle and flame, filled me with such emotion, I
couldhardly speak. p
Area III Chapters outdid themselves their
presentation, and the wonderful duffle bag that was
presented to me, which, by the way, had appliqued on it Amen Corner: Janie Lichtfuss, Barbara RIethmeler, Dot
the words, "Janie, VU VIP RET" for those who could Nuechterleln, Marty Mattes, Ginny Amiing, Paula Sauer,
not see it, was absolutelyfilled with notes, cards, and Barbara Maas, Marilyn Krueger, Lynn Bahls, Beata
Madoerin, Phyllis Schuessler, Bette Froehllch, Betsy Nagel.
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ONElHl^OICE
YOU
The Valparaiso University Guild
Welcome to a new column that will be included in all subsequent issues of the Bulletin.
"One Voice" is an outgrowth of the first Guild Renewal objective, "Unite the Guild behind
the vision and mission statement in order to speakand act withone voice." It is of
primary importance that every member of the Guild clearly understands what our
organization is all about, and where we are headed inour mission of service to Valparaiso
University. When that happens, we can be a more powerful influence inour churches and
communities onbehalfof theUniversity, help recruit potential students more effectively,
betruly valued inourpartnership, and attract others to joinourcause.
At this fall's convention, we were asked to consider several amendments to the Guild's
bylaws, as partofGuild Renewal. During the debate over these issues, some very
differing opinions were expressed from thefloor. It may seem that such highly charged
and emotional discussion indicates a lackof unity within our organization. However, I'd
askyou to consider that it is exactly such passionate debate which allows the Guild to
move forward from our decisions as a united group. It is inthat furnace of strongly held
and widely varied opinions, presented confidently during open parliamentary decision-
making, or offered during workshop discussions or committee and chapter meetings, that
the future direction of the Guild is forged. Thebestdecisions, and the wisest solutions,
are the product ofmanyminds. The voice ofthe Guilditselfwould remain unknownand
untested unless the individual members of the Guild wereable to share their deeply-felt
convictions within the security of our Christian community, and follow thatwithan
orderly voting process. A decision reached by any othermeans — whether bypassive
acceptance ofUniversity suggestion or by simple uninvolved following — would not be a
valid decision, andwould weaken our organization.
Thewomen of the Guild are unanimous in our fervent desire to continue as a strong
support arm of Valparaiso University, and are unitedin Christian love and respect for one
another. That was very clear as we movedeasilyfrom debate to united affirmation ofour
mission, joining our hearts and voices inthe prayer and hymn of our Guild closing. We
don'tneed to fear different opinion, because we know God is using our process for His
good purposes. We are confident that it is His hand that leads us, and His love that
supports us. He is, ever, "our hope for years to come."
BevWick, October 9, 1995
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—THE DATE FOR THE 1996
CONVENTION HAS BEEN
CHANGED?
The new date is September 19-22,
1996. The change was made in order to
accommodate Homecoming West
activities the following weekend. The
change will allow University personnel
to participate in the Guild Convention,
Guild members to participate in both
events, and we show the Alumni
Association that we value their
partnership. The Guild has been assured
that this will be a one-time request; in
turn, we have firmly stated that this is a
one-time favor. The Alumni Association
has expressed its gratitude to the Guild,
and we look forward to working
together in 1996 to stage another
successful Homecoming West.
—There is a new Bed and Breakfast
Directory? Did you get yours? Do you
need more? Contact Kris Fox or the
Guild Office for copies.
—The amount of the Cookbook
Scholarships will increase? Because of
the increasing pool of spendable
revenue gained from the Cookbook
Scholarship Endowment fund, the
membership voted to maintain eight
scholarships per year but increase the
amount awarded by $500 per year until
individual amounts equal $4,000. The
total annual awards would increase to
$32,000 per year! Wonderful!
-The number and amount of the National
Officers' Scholarships will increase?
The number of awards given would
increase from one to two during the
1997 fiscal year. In addition, the award
would increase by $500 per year until
each one reaches a $3,000 award.
Currently we award one $2,000
scholarship per year.
-The amount of the Shirley Ayres Jud
Scholarship will increase? The
scholarship would increase from the
current $1,000 per year to $2,500 per
year.
-Maybelle Owen of the Chicago South
Suburban Chapter, who was taken to the
hospital at the time of the Convention,
was in Porter Memorial Hospital until
the following Tuesday but is now home
and doing fine.
-The Guild Office Endowment has over
$5,000 in it, the latest contribution being
from the Guild Board on behalf of
retiring Executive Director Janie
Lichtfuss.
-There will be a Symphony Concert Event
in Chicago IL on February 24, 1996
planned by the Alumni Associkation.
More information available from the
Alumni Office, 19/464-5110.
-There is a beautiful new Guild Calendar
available. It is much too beautiful to
have it sit on the shelves in the Guild
Office work room. Order today for
yourself and/or holiday giving.
Heather McGill
presents Barbara
Riethmeier with
Alumni Service
Award.
Convention Over
Coffee
Julia and EInor Riess
A unique and
interesting
summary of
Convention as
seen through the
eyes of our "Co-
Reporters,"
mother-Elnor-
and daughter-
Julia-Riess
"Change and New Beginnings," as announced by The Call to
Convention, was the theme of the Guild's 64th annual fall gathering;
supported by the text, Isaiah 43:19a: "Behold, I am doing a newthing;
now it springs forth, do you not perceive it?"
These are the "perceptions" of a mother (EJR) and daughter (JMR)
team—of some of the "new things...springing forth" in the Guild's
future, and some of the familiar things that remain the same.
JMR: I don't think Janie realized that when she asked for a
Convention Reporter, she would get twofor thepriceof one.
EJR: Since this was my fourth convention and I've made so many
friends, I feel like a true"Guildie," as wellas beingthe mother
of an alumna, andI look forward to the fall trip tocampus.
JMR: Oh yes, it's such Jiin visiting G'Hare!
EJR: But it's great renewingfriendships on the Guild bus.
JMR: What was even greater, this year, was having help with our
bags, as we arrived at Scheele to find the elevatw out-of-order.
EJR: Yes! Many thanks to all of the young women from the APO
service fraternity who helped carry heavy bags to the second
and third floors! We were all able to unpack and hurry to the
receptionand the vesper serviceat the Chapel.
JMR: I thought that vespers set the tone
M fcM* the weekend. Valparaiso Chapter
President Betsy Bird's "Reflection,"
V based on the theme text from Isaiah,
^ • i« 'r*-- talked about the coming "changes"
Guild.
Praising God in song, in Gloria
H Christi Chapel, is always ahighlight
fcH" me. It was a great way to inspire
" us for the "new beginnings" ahead,
and a fitting ending to the day.
i JMR: Friday morning came far too early
^ for me. Bazaar setup and breakfast
started at 5:00 a.m.—for those of us
^ Pacific time!
EJR: Yes, but it was well worth it,
because, after our first tour of the Bazaar, we were all invited
to "Annie's Party"!
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What a party! Wasn't it wonderful to join the cast of Soul Purpose at Annie's 90th birthday celebration,
together withall of thepeople whowereon her '"prayer calendar"?
She was a remarkable woman! She was "in the gathering business," as one of the other characters
described her, "gathering, connecting and holding (people) together in prayer." She would have made a
great Guild member.
Absolutely! Just like our own Barbara Riethmeier, Sharon Hersemann, and Janie who were recognized for
their dedication during the convention.
And there were so manyothers whose talentsmade the weekendmemorable.
You mean like that great musical group. Gift of Song, whose members led usin the spirited singing of the
Saturdaymorningdevotion?
Yes, I counted seven guitars, and Janie was strumming one of them! Isthere anything she doesn't do?
No, that'soneof the qualifications forbeing Guild Executive Director, challenging the restof us to trynew
things.
President Bev Wick certainly challenged us when she told us that we must "Step offinto the future," while
still valuing the past.
Yes, the idea that "it'sourstage of the relay; ourturn topass the tcxch, notdrop it," could beintimidating.
Butshealso encouraged us to"join hands in a partnership that will make a difference," in order to move
the Guild into the future.
Well, the Ad Hoc Committee for theFuture of the Guild certainly hada lot of ideasaboutthat!
Enough to take us from now to "Target 2000." As Paula Sauer reported. Ad Hoc II was formed to
determine specific steps to implement the recommendations of Ad Hoc I, to fulfill three strategic
initiatives: Celebrate who we are. Streamline our functions. Expand our service.
Hmmm... The report sounded to me like a blueprint for the changes to come. Paula did say that "the best
way to face the future is to build it."
They really gave us a detailed master plan.
So did University Librarian Kathryn Carpenter, who detailed the plan to bring 30-year-old Moellering
Library up to year 2000 standards.
Plans! Pl^! Plans! All those committee chairmen urged us to
get involved in their plans, too.
Bazaar Chairman Ruth Cowan commanded us to BUY! BUY! HL ^
BUY! and we did, for a total of more than $21,000.
Then, Cookbook Marketing Chairman Judy Michaels ^Hi
admonished us to SELL! SELL! SELL!—and recognized those
chapterswho had sold at least one cookbookper member.
Don't forget, we got to see some of the results of selling all of ^ ^ i ^ •BIlBim
those cookbooks when we met four of the eight GuUd Scholars. Freshman Guild
And, it was wonderful to hear that soon wewill beable to increase scholar Scholar
the amounts of those scholarships. Imagine, by the year 2000 we Heidi Ellers Martin Lohrmann
will be awarding eight $4,000 scholarships!
The Activities and Bed and Breakfast Chairmen had good news for us, too!
I'd like to seeourchapter sponsor an "Advent by Candlelight" program like the one presented by Sylvia
Luekens.
We also need to be sure that each of our members has a copy of Nancy Fehr's new Bed and Breakfast
Directory.
Everybodyneeds at least one copy of the 1996calendar,too.
"Seasons of Praise"—didn't SallyBeckandall of the artists do a beautiful job?
Look! The 1995 calendar salesraised $2,700, which allowed us to spreada littlejoy in the Departments of
Education and Foreign Languages. Next year's sales will make it possible for us to grant some other
requesL
Suchas "endowing" thechairs in theUniversity President's conference room?
I'm not sure about that, but I do know how wonderful it is to see the results of buying and selling all of
those GOODIES! GOODIES! GOODIES!
Mom, Judy Waetjen would be iroud of you forgetting ina plug forall of theGuild Goodies.
Freshman Guild
Scholar
EJR: Well, it*s those GCXDDIES that give us highlights like the Saturday morning presentation of the$100,000
check to Bill Smriga for the renovationof the Union.
JMR: Didn't you love his story about selling the bowling lane to someone in China through a broker in
Australia?
EJR: I'm glad they saved enough pieces tomake the'*thank you" plaque that will hang intheGuild Office.
JMR: Of course, completing oneproject means choosing a newone.
EJR: Funding a new sound system for the Chapel was certainly my choice. I know that even those without
hearing ]Hoblems have difficulty understanding anyone who is speaking.
JMR: There was certainly no difficulty in understanding those who spoke during the debate over major changes
proposed for the bylaws.
EJR: Ri^t! It highlighted the fact that there were dififoent perceptions of what the jnoposed changes would
mean for the Guild's future.
JMR: Butin theend, ourcommcxi faith, our love fw theGuild, andourdesire to "build thefuture," resulted in
crxnpromise aa somechanges andaccq)tanceof otho^.
EJR: The change which noone had any trouble accq)ting was that outstanding new building which has risen
from the "tundra"—the VU Cento' for the Arts and itsbreathtaking Guild Lobby.
JMR: Everyone enjoyed theself-guided tours onFriday aft^oon.
EJR: I never realized that the University's artcollection was solarge. The museum iscertainly the pofect home
for it
JMR: Yes, and the recital hall was the perfect place toexperience William Eifng's harpsichord performance on
Friday evening.
EJR: Especially sincehe built theharpsichord himself—^with "uxorial assistance."
JMR: I Imow that youread that in theprogram andaskedhimaboutiL
EJR: Hetold methathiswife helped him build it What bett^ help could you get!
JMR: I thought that theGath^g of the Guild and walking together to theCenterfor the Artsfor theService of
Thanksgiving was a high point of theweekend. What a wonderful conclusion to five years of work!
EJR: And the dedication of theJo Feller Memorial, a memb^ of the Atlanta Chapter before h^ death, was a
fitting tribute to her lifetime of work.
JMR: After touring themuseum and attending a performance in the recital hall, having our final session in the
newtheaterwas theperfectsettingforJanie's JOY!—her finalreportas Executive Director.
EJR: I couldn't get ova the fact that she thanks jis for hsc work.
JMR: TheLordhas trulyblessed herandshe hasbeena blessing to us.
EJR: Whatfunit wastocelebrate those blessings at"Janie'sLastRoundup"!
JMR: Those Area in membos came down from the Rockies and outfiom the Plains tohost a great barbecue.
EJR: I loved myjeanspocket full of treats and the way they sang "Janie's Colorado Song." And it was fun to
hearall those stories from Janie'schildhood friend, Toastmaster )\^lliam Eifiig.
JMR: Yes, and I knowyouenjoyed the musicof UrbanTvang.
EJR: Well, actually, I preferstories by WaltWangerin.
JMR: Do you think that he was reforing to Janie's red bootswhen he calledherJanie "Twinkletoes"?
EJR: Maybe, but I'm still not sureaboutwhether two"Lichtfuss'equalone Lichtfeese."
JMR: I'm not sure about that either,but I am cotain that WaltWangerin loves the Guildas muchas we love him.
EJR: And we all love Janie and we'll miss her as she and Armin ride off into the sunset—in their 18-wheeler.
JMR: Webegan our weekend at theCh^l andtheSunday communion worship wasa joyousconclusion to two
days spent considering"Changeand New Beginnings."
EJR: We said goodbye to Janie and welctxnedRebecca as the new Executive Director.
JMR: We have so much to be thankful for in the Guild's past; and so much to look forward to as we face the
challenges and changes of the future.
EJR: It's all summed up in the prayer in whichJanie led us during the Guild Renewal at the close of the
convention.
JMR& LordGod, youhavecalled your servants to ventures of which wecannot see the
EJR: ending, by pathsas yetuntrodden, through perilsunknown.
Give us faith to go out with goodcourage,not knowingwherewe go, but only that your
hand is leading us and your love supptnting us; through Jesus Christ our Lad. Amen.
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A "thank you" from
Sharon
Dear Janie, Bev, and Members of the Valparaiso University Guild;
With sincere appreciation I write to all of you to express my thanks for the gift you gave,
and thewarm response you poured out to me at theFriday dinner onconvention weekend.
I am blessed to have worked with you and for you these years in the Guild Office, and
your greetings touched my soul.
Your friendships will always be of great value, as are the messages and notes that you
have sent. I will take those memories with me, as my husband and I relocate and try our best to
continue to serve the Lord—in a different location.
Again, my sincere thanks! I will think of you each time I use my beautiful teapot and
Sharon Hersemann
Report of the
University President
Alan R Harre
Because oftheService ofThanksgiving at theVU Center fortheArts, President Harre didnotgive hisusual **State ofthe
Univerdty" address at Convention. Those attending Convention missed the opportunity to receive the information the
President ordinarOy gives, and thePresident missed having theopportunity todo so.With that in mind, President Harre
has made available several reports he has given tothe Board ofDirectors cf the University. The f<dlowing aregleanings
frwn those reports.
Number One Among Midwest
Regional Universities
Top Teaching School Among
Midwest Reglonal Universities
Number One Best Value Among
Midwest Reglonal Universities
Largest Number of New Students In
Seven Years
Dedication of the Center for the
Arts
U.S. News & World Report, for the second consecutive year, ranked
Valparaiso University as the number one university in the Midwest
regional category in themagazine's annual "Survey of Best Colleges." It
isgratifying toknow thatothers agree with theUniversity's understanding
as to what constitutes academic excellence—a strong teaching faculty, a
quality studentbody, and the necessary financial suppc»t and institutional
leadership.
Ina newcategory thisyear, 'Top Teaching Schools," themagazine ranked
VU as second among the regional universities in the Midwest. This new
category will help others learn what you and I have known for a long
time: VU is blessedwitha very fine faculty that takes its instructional and
mentoringactivities seriously.
One week after its first report, U.S. News & World Report rated the
University as the number one best value among Midwest regional
universities. The magazine's best value rankings provide a realistic
measure of where students can get the best education for the money,
relating the cost of attending an institutimi to its quality. Keeping a VU
education affordable continuesto be one of our majorpricxities.
This good news came while we were still rejoicing over enrolling the
laiigest numberof new students,includingthe largest numberof freshmen,
that we have enrolled in seven years. The new student count, including
undeigraduates, graduates, and law students, standsat 1,202, compared to
1,054 last year. The freshman class numb^ 709, compared to 533 last
year.The School of Law enrollmentis 488 this year, compared to 527 last
year. A preliminaryreport from the Office of the Registrar shows a total
headcount of 3,524, an increase of44 students over last fall's number.
On September 16th, we gathered as a community to dedicate the new
Center for the Arts. It was a glorious day with picture-perfect weather and
a level of excitement and enthusiasm that could only come with the
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realization of this 30-year dream. Saturday morning's Service of
Dedication and Sunday morning's Festival Worship Service for the
Centercombined the high liturgy of the Church withacademic pageantry
befitting the dedication of an academic facility. The ceremonies
throughout the weekend were graced by the animating presence of the
visual and performing arts. All of us attending were inspired by this
celetwation of the creative spirit and what this facility will mean to the
University, its students, faculty, staff, and the community.
When you visit the campus, you will observe many other positive
initiatives thatreflecta strong Univwsity of which youcanbe veryproud.
For example, upper division students are enjoying the inviting and
comfortable atmosphere in the renovated Wehrenberg Hall; shopping in
the BookCenter is very convenient, now that it has movedto the facility
that was the Dau-Kreinheder cafeteria; the space in the Union, vacatedby
the Book Center, is under renovation to provide more space for student
activities; the number of computers on campus available to students,
faculty, and staffhas doubled and now numbers about 1,000. These are
just a few of the recent developments that give us cause for celebration
and thanksgiving.
The campus community was saddened to learn that one of its fifth-year
students, Michael Bower, who was majoring in English and secondary
education, lost his life on Indiana Highway 2 between Valparaiso and
LaPorte, Indiana. His death probably impacted the football team on
Saturday. Mike had been a member of theteam fora numbw of years, and
many of his fraternity brothers in Theia Chi are current members of the
team.
The University Board recwilly granted permissiw for the administration
to expend earnings from the principal of an endowment that has been
established through a combination of funds from the National
Endowment of the Humanities, gifts from many individuals and the
Walter Wente Trust, in keeping with the guidelines set forth in a
memorandum prepared by Dean Gilbertson and Dr. Austensen; and
further resolved that this newly endowedprofesswship made possible by
this combination of funds be named in honor of Dr. Richard Baepler.
Dr. Daryll Hersemann concluded his services as the University's Vice
President for Student Affairs on June 30, 1995, as did Dean of Men,
Robert Schroer, and Dean of Women, Dolores Ruosch. Timothy Jenkins
joined Student Affairs in the newly created position of Dean of Students.
Christopher Rasmussen joined the team in the newly created Assistant
Dean of Residential Life position. Margaret Franson oversees the entire
operation as Interim Assistant Provost for Student Affairs. Dr. Hersemann
has accepted the position of Vice President of Student Affairs at Peru
State College, Peru NE.
Other Positive Initiatives
Death of VU Student
Newly Endowed Professorship
Student Affairs Personnel Changes
University President, Alan Haire,
at Service of Thanksgiving in VU
Center for the Arts.
Report of the
Membership Committee
Linda Deal, Chair
The Need for Data Have you ever tried to develop a grocwy list for Thanksgiving dinner
without consulting a single cookbook (the Guild variety, of couree)? Even
worse, have you ever attempted to shop for this meal without even a
mental list? "An impossible task!" you may say, and naturally you would
be right. Without the data—the list of ingredients for that savory
feast—and without proper use of the data—remembering to take the list
with you to the store—you would end up lost in aisle eight, trying to
recall if you needed one can of cranberry sauce and two cans of pumpkin
pie filling, or vice versa. Meanwhile, your turkey would bum to a crisp as
you debated this crucial issue. Thanksgiving just wouldn't be the same if
you had to serve microwave turkey nuggets instead of the traditional bird!
Of course, all this trouble could be avoided if you simply had the data, or
grocery list, and used it properly.
Need for Membership Survey Like planning a dinner, basic data is needed by the Guild to plan its
course of action. We need to know our "ingredients" and "shop" fw our
future accordingly to carry out our "recipes" for success. Without
knowing the basics of who we are, we won't be able to figure out where
we're going and how to get there. The assessment tool we need is a
membership survey.
Survey will be in Two Parts
j;* * t
Such a survey is in the works. The fust of no doubt several drafts has
been completed and reviewed by the Board. Initially, every Guild member
will get this survey in two parts, one blind and one non-blind, so that
we can establish our computer database. It will probably incorporate
information you may have already given the Guild, such as your church
affiliation and your talents and skills. But it will be helpful from a data
entry standpoint to have all of this information together at one time.
After that, only new members will receive the survey, and existing
members will just be asked for periodic updates of basic data from the
non-blind portion of the survey.
At Executive Council, a short survey was taken of the attendees, and
the results have been shared with the Board. We've learned some
interesting things about the demographic makeup of the leadership of
the Guild, which makes me ever more eager to receive the results of the
forthcoming survey of the entire membership. I'm certain we will
discover new things about the makeup of the Guild membership when
all the data is in.
Linda Deal, Membership Chair
One observation I would like to share regarding the Executive Council
survey is that when asked why they joined the Guild, 28% of the
participants stated it wasbecause they were invited. Yet when asked why
they think other women would want to join the Guild, none of the
participants listed being invited as a reason. We must never forget the
importance of inviting others to join our organization. Peqjle like to be
invited to participate in activities,and it is vital to the growthof the Guild
that we continue to personallyask other women to join us in our mission.
I also wish to mention progress on the Talent Questionnaires. I have
received many questionnaires and welcome any more that you may have
brought with you to Convention. You may also send any questionnaires
you have at home directly to me. While we will incorporate a version of
this questionnaire into the survey, it is still helpful to have this data now
until we can collect more complete information from the forthcoming
survey.
Finally, I would like to direct your attention to two sheets in your packeL
One is a list of top membership recruitment and retention ideas for your
chapters to use. The other is a reminder about the various giving
opportunities available via the celebration cards, thelivingbookmemorial
cards, and the current project fund gift cards.
Like a mother preparing a special meal for her family, the Guild is
planning to nourish Valparaiso University with its gifts of love. Each one
of you is filled with the ingredients we need to prepare our banquet for
Valpo. When the survey comes to your mailbox, please let us know what
you are made of so we can create a wonderful feast for VU!
Representatives of our new
Rockford IL Chapter
BlU Smrlga, Director of the
Union holding check for
$100,000 to help with the
Union Renovation, the
result of the last Guild
Project
People Joined Because They Were
Invited
Talent Questionnaires Needed
Recruitment and Retention Ideas as
well as Giving Opportunities
Be on Lookout for Survey!
Atlanta Chapter members Julane
Swank, Lorraine Borough and
Marty Mattes next to "Benediction",
the art piece given as a memorial for
Jo Feller, Atlanta Chapter member
before her death.
Installation of Rebecca Baiko as
new Executive Director of the
Valparaiso University Guild.
a Top Membership RECRUITMENT and RETENTION Ideas K
(developed byparticipants at the Membership Workshop at Executive Council 2/95)
R easons
E lections
C onclusions
R eferrals
U sefulness
I ncentives
T ools
Meals
E xposure
N abbers
T eenagers
R elatives
E ars
T enacity
E ndorsers
N Iches
T icktock
I nnovations
0 ptions
N omination
Give Guild purposes and goals to prospects and new members.
Invite a select group of women into the Guild, YET...
Never assume people don't want to join.
Inform your pastor of yourVU connection- he or she may know of prospects.
Stress the valueof networking opportunities through the Guild to newgraduates.
Provide answers to "What's in it for me?"
Equipand train your membership chair/committee to handle the tasks given.
Plan a progressive dinner and invite prospects.
Hold a Guild Sunday at your church.
Kidnap new graduates in your area and bring them to a meeting.
Invite moms of Lutheran High School Juniors to events.
Set up a Big Sister sponsoring program for your chapter.
Call members prior to meetings and listen to their news.
Be persistent! Keep calling and inviting less active members.
Create a supporting or associate member category for your chapter.
Give each member a job (especially moms of VU seniors!) so she feels needed.
We're all busy people - make Guild time spent worthwhile.
Offer diverse activities and balance social/project functions.
Provide flexibility when scheduling meetings and planning activities.
Appoint a Membership Chair for your chapter and utilize her.
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Unda Deal
National Membership Chairman
SPECIAL GIFTS
SPECIAL PEOPLE
SPECIAL OCCASIONS
Areyou lookingfor a unique way to celebrate a wedding, birth, anniversary,
baptism, or graduation? Wouldyou like to commemorate the life ofa loved one
with a meaningful gift? The VU Guildhas three opportunitiesfor giving gifts on
behalfofthose you love.
♦ CUkRENT PROIECT GIFT CARD
Contribute to the GuildProject Fund in the name ofa loved one to celebrate
or commemorate any special occasion.
♦ CELEBRATION CARD
Marka specialoccasion with a Celebration Card. Thesefunds are
designatedfor the residence hall ministryat VU.
♦ LNING BOOK MEMORIAL CARDS
Celebrate the life ofa loved onewith a Living Book Memorial Card.
Moellering Library at VU benefitsfrom these gifts.
What a perfect way to acknowledge the milestones in the lives ofthoseyou love!
To order your cards, call the Guild Office at 219-464-5315.
SPECIAL GIFTS # SPECIAL PEOPLE # SPECIAL OCCASIONS
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Report of Community
Relations Committee
Katharine Gerken, Chair
Community Relations Update I want to update you on two primary areas of responsibility for the
Community Relations Committee [CRC]—confirmand lists and Valpo
Sunday. I also want to thank you for your support in these two impwtant
activities and to talk briefly about the future of the CRC.
Confirmand Lists In the spring Guild Bulletin, I provided everyone with detailed
information about how to support VU's admissions efforts by assisting
with confirmand lists. 1 recently spoke with Rev. Chuck Werth, VU's
Director of Church Relations, and he thanked me for the Guild's
continuing support of this project
As I mentioned in the spring article, each year VU gathers lists of
confu-mands' names and addresses from LC-MS and ELCA churches
across the nation. VU solicits this information from congregations in
January, coinciding with the time when churches are preparing their
annual statistical reports for their synods. You will be pleased to hear that
the information gathered through this program is used well.
New Four-Year Series ofMailings In January, 1995, VU's Office ofChurch Relations [OCR], together with
theAdmissions Office, initiated a new four-year series of mailings, which,
on an alternating basis, are sent to each confirmand and to the
confumand's parents. The predominant theme of the mailings is the
value Lutheran higher education as Rev. Werth recently wrote
You may be aware from information which you have received from
VU that the majority of students who are Lutheran do not attend
Lutheran colleges or universities. In fact, the number who do is
^ dismally low—in 1995, 18,500 or a mere 5.4% of the 341,000
college-aged [18-21 years old] members of LC-MS and ELCA
congregations. Additionally, you may recall that, by far, the majority
of VU students who live more than 300 miles from Valpo are
Lutheran, although the VU student body as a whole in recentyears is
^ usually around 38%Lutheran.
Therefore, the main purpose behind these recruitment mailings is a
Katarlne Gerken, Chair,wiseone—to plant seeds about Lutheran
Community Relations Com-higher education all across the country,
mittee. which will grow throughout the high
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school years and which hopefully will germinate into the desire to obtain Reason for Recruitment MaOIngs
a higher education at a Lutheran institution. With some admitted bias,
many of us would readily saythat when compariscxis aremade, VU will
rise to the very top of Lutheran institutions of higher education.
Consequently, VU should ret^ a bountiful harvest frwn this worthwhile
recruitment effort ...And the Guild is a part of it!
Rev. Werth reports that the number of congregations which respond to Response Has Increased
VU*s conHrmand solicitation has increased each year at a rate of about
12% per year. As of early October this year, VU received about 17,000
confirmands' names from 3,861 Lutheran congregations. On average,
four recent confirmands call VU evoy day and parents of confirmands
are calling as well! VU's conHrmand mailings are impacting potential
students already!
We candomore, if wechoose. VUsolicited conHrmand informatitxi fircxn WeCan DoMore!
18,600 congregations this year. This means that there were thousands of
congregations which did not reply. We may be members of those
cmigregations.
As long as our help is needed, the Guild will continue to support this Begin Planning for Next Year Now!
project annually. Begin planning fornext year now! Atwhich LC-MS and
ELCA congregations in yourarea do yourchapter members worship?
Make a list and commit to cover at least those congregations. This is a
simple project which does notrequire much time, and yetprovides a great
braefit to VU. Makeit a part of yourstudent recruitment efforts in your
chapter! A heartfelt thanks to the many chapters and individual Guild
members whosupported thisprogram this year!
It isalmost here again! February, 1996 is fast approaching, believe it or Valpo Sunday Information
not! The first Sunday in February, which this year falls on February 4ih,
is traditionally "Valpo Sunday." Each year the CRC asks each Guild
member and ch^ter to think of ways in which it can promote VU in its
geograi^ic areaandparticularly in itshome church.
Ifyou are thinking ofa traditional Valpo Sunday event in your Lutheran You Can Help
congregation, please note the following: Every year in November, OCR
contacts all LC-MS and most ELCA congregations about Valpo Sunday
through a mailing which includes sample Valpo Sunday materials. This
year OCR plans to send sample materials to adl Guild members as well.
Please check with yourpastor to find out if he or she has OTdered Valpo
Sunday materials. If heor shehasnotandyour congregation is willing or
plans to celebrate Valpo Sunday, you can encourage him or her to order
materials, or you can offer to order the materials for the congregation.
The goal is to encourage the use of materials in congregations which
desire to share and celebrate VU, while eliminating the expense and
waste of duplicate orders for mat^als and also of mailing materials to
congregations which do not intend to use them. Plan ahead and be
assertive! This is a great opportunity!
If you cannot celebrate Valpo Sunday in the traditional way, be creative! Be Creative
The ways inwhich you can sj^ead the word about VU in your church or
inyour area arevirtually limitless. Don't forget tocelebrate Valpo Sunday
within your chapter. After all, VU is the reason we are inthe Guild—why
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Focus on Guild Renewal Objectives
•W ,.
of Song" guitar cboir
we are here—so let's celebrate with each other in her honor! As a last
word on this point, "thanks fcx* all you do to let others know th^ *VU is
the place to be'!"
Bev Wick, our President, has asked the CRC in this period of transition to
continue to spearhead Guild efforts in the area of Church Relations,
focusing on one of our Guild Renewal Objectives - "Seek opportunities to
enhance the Lutheran character of Valparaiso University in close
partnership with the Office of Church Relaticnis." Both the confumand list
program and the Valpo Sunday emphasis maintain this focus. During this
next year, I will work to initiate and develop other programs through
which the Guild can assist VU in enhancing its Lutheran character. If you
have any thoughts or ideas regarding this Renewal Objective and/or the
CRC's work, please contact me [home phone: 206/937-8986 or Internet e-
mail: kgerken@u.washington.edu].I welcome any input!
In the Valpospirit and with our Lord's abundant grace,
Kate Geiken
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Report of the Cookbook
Distribution Committee
Bonnie Naumann^ Chair
Invitation from QuailRidge Press In January, 1995 the Valparaiso University Guild was invited by Quail
Ridge Press, via a member of the Mishawaka-South Bend Chapter, to
submit recipes for its upcoming cookbook called Best of the Bestfrom
Indiana. Quail Ridge publishes many such state cookbooks and its books
receive extensive exposure.
Recipes Submitted Janie Lichtfuss contacted the editors of the four volumes of the Guild
Cookbook for suggested recipes and in March, 1995, submitted 22 recipes
with 1-2 recipes from each food type category.
AH Four Volumes Included In September, 1995, the Guild Office was notified that all four volumes of
our cookbookhad recipes includedin the Best of the Bestfrom Indiana. In
reviewing the cookbook,there were approximately 53 codcbooks selected
with about 361 recipes. The Guild has 19 recipes included!
Catalog ofContributors The catalog section in the back of the cookbook lists the contributing
cookbooks along with a description andordering information. Quail Ridge
Press says that this section has been extremely popular with individuals
who collect cookbooks, as well as retail outlets that are looking for new
cookbooks to order. What great exposure for our Guild cookbooks!
Promotion Planned In mid-October, Quail Ridge Press will be promoting itsBest of the Best
from Indiana book. Plans have notbeen finalized, but look for newspaper
reviews and perhaps catch them on radio and TV. The publishers will be
interviewed on Chicago WGN TV9 on October 20 at 7:55 a.m.
We should be very proud that all four volumes of our cookbooks were
selected to be included in the Quail Ridge Indiana cookbook.
Watch for the Best of the Best from Indiana cookbooks in your local
bookstores and kitchen shops!
Bonnie Naumann, Cookbook
Distribution Committee Chair.
Report ofAd Hoc
Committee H
Paula Sauer, Reporter
The Ad Hoc Committee for the Future of the Guild, referred to most Completioii of Charge
frequently as the Ad Hoc n Committee has completed its chaige and is
pleased to rq)ort to the Guild in Convention.
I am standing-in for our chairman, Norma May, who could not be here Members of the Committee
today. The others on the committee were Beata Madoerin, past national
president; Linda Deal, Membership Committee chairman; Katharine
Gerken, Community Relations chairman; and Sylvia Luekens, Activities
Committee chairman.
Our task was to determine specific steps that the Guild can take to act Determination of Steps of Action
upon the recommendations of the previous Ad Hoc Committee for the
Future of the Guild, refmed to as Ad Hoc I, with particular emphasis on
their third and fourth recommendations. We were to bear in mind the
priority rankings of the Renewal Objectives set by the Guild and to
suggest a variety of actions the Guild can take to fulfill the three strategic
initiatives. At the time we began our work last February at Council, those
strategic initiatives were: Celebrate who we are; Streamline our functions;
and expand our services to VU. In other words, we were asked to
determine the performance objectives the Guild should target, and we
were asked to establish a time frame so that most of these objectives
could be achieved within the term of the current roster. We were to bear
in mind, also, that all procedures, functions, operations, forms, habits and
traditions of the Guild were open to change up to and including the
Bylaws if necessary.
There were four recommendations from Ad Hoc Committee I last Four Recommendations
September. After study. Ad Hoc II recommended to the Board a new
wording for the frrst one. The Board subsequently approved the new
wording. It now reads: "The Guild will continue its support of Valparaiso
University as long as Valparaiso University maintains its position as a
Christian university in the Lutheran tradition." Recommendation #2: That
VU continue to fiind the Guild OfHce, must be viewed, we determined, in
conjunction with the Guild's Renewal Objective #6, which is to create
financial independence fOT the Guild Office. I will share with you later in
this report how our committee meshed these two concepts.
Recommendation #3: To decrease expenses in ord^ to contribute more to
VU, and Reccnnmendation #4: To increase dues to an acceptable level in
order that the VUG could make a larger contribution to W's operating
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Face the Future by BuUding It
Process Denned
What a Task!
Target Dates and Objectives
Strategic Initiatives
Implementing a Vision
fund, were both addressed at great length by our committee. The
outcome of our discussions is represented in the Bylaws dues structure
changes being proposed at this Convention as well as in the multiple
study committees which we aie suggesting.
For the past six years the National Valparaiso University Guild Board,
leaders, and members have been doing just the perfect thing. We are
facing the future by building it!
How did this ccmimittee proceed with its woric? We were guided with a
calm determined spirit that united this Guild Board under its current
president We were imi^ssed with their willingness to have us scrutinize
every aspect of the Guild. We met last February for one full day with
each other and with the Board briefly. The Round Table discussions of
last February's Council meeting added the much needed Guild wcmian's
voice, feelings, and concons. Each (xie of us began researching various
aspects of our task to prepare for our two-day meeting in Minnesota last
March. It was at that time that we crystalizedour thoughts. A full report
was presented to your Guild Board last April.
I must admit that there w^ times we felt overwhelmed with the task!
But with prayer for guidance, time for research and the steady support of
fellow committee members, we have made it to this point. It is more than
a conclusion; it is a beginning!
We've come such a long way in this past year. The defining and
redefining of objectives is a continuous process. Over and over, we
verbalized the need to bring to you, the membership, as much of our
discussion and research as possible. (We cannot expect action unless
people are adequately prepared!) We obviously cannot expect to share it
all. The material we've gathered and notes we've written fill a binder, but
I want to outline the taiget dates and highlight the objectives we suggest
So that we might focus on the Strategic Initiatives, let me point out the
most recent rewriting and redefining that the Board did just this past
week. (Reference: Guild Renewal 9/9S) Note the increase from ten to
eleven objectives. Lutheranism appears within "Celebrate Who We Are"
as well as "Expand Services to VU." The old initiative we called
"Streamlining Our Functions" is renamed more appropriately
"Continuously Improving Our Functions."
These are worthy targets, and this is how we i»'opose to reach them. It is
exhilerating to work towards implementing a VISION!
Target Convention 1995 Our fust year is right NOW!
Proper Road for the Guild
1. Appoint an Ad Hoc committee to develop an implementation plan for
achieving a financially independent Guild Office. Define what it means
to be a fmancially independent Guild Office. How does this office relate
to the University? Develop an implementation plan for achieving this
office by the year 2000.
There is no disagreement amongst the six of us on the committee. We
feel most ardently that this is the proper road for the Guild to take for
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many reasons. It is the first step toward being self-siq)porting.There is at
this time an established, but small, Guild Office Endowment which totals
$5,000 plus. It has been set up with the legal p^ameters to allow use of
funds only for office management. It does not allow for payment of
salary. The Endowment to meet our Vision someday down the road
would of necessity have to be redefined. A financially indqiendent Guild
Office will solidify our partnership with VU. It would not separate us or
distance us from each other. We are the Valparaiso University Guild,
Incorporated.We cannot and would not exist excqit to be in a suiq;)ortive
partnership with this University. The Guild has been asked to ^e on
more of a partnership role with the University. VU needs very badly the
Hnancial assistance of unrestricted funds, and the Guild has the great
potential of filling, in part, that need. Were we to meet our goal and have
the Guild Office become financially independent, we would have better
control of our project fund. A Hnancially independent Guild Office
would not deplete the University budget, and it would not eat away
project money in incidental office expenses. Your Ad Hoc committee
sees this as a very positive situation. It becomes exciting to visualize the
potential.
2. Dues Phase One. After presentation of much information, it was Dues Phase One
determined to radically change our concept of dues. The Committee
recommends that the Guild establish a modified "self-selected dues" with
clear guidelines. Those guidelines are as follows:
- amount of dues not to fall below $15
- Golden members are to be raised from $4 to $5
- Golden members are to be "grandmothered"
- dues will be separated by % into three categories
University Fund - 35%
Operating / Project Fund - 50%
Guild Office Endowment -15%
This dues paradigm shift has incredible possibilities! The Committee
feels itwill establish for the Guild aWIN/V^situation in many ways. It
became clear at the Febnary Council Round Table discussions that the
women understood that there would most likely be a dues increase, but it
was also quite clear that many were concerned that the increase would be
too great
Comments and letters on this issue have indicated a fear that the Guild Dues Increase is Minimal
could lose older and valued members because of increased dues. By
"Grandmothering" the Golden member we allow any who are over 70 to
indicate now that they would like to be able to become a Golden member.
Once they have so declared, and this new bylaw on dues is in effect, no
one else can state that wish. We then gently ^courage all oth^ of us
who are also moving towards that golden age to sign on at the minimum
dues rate if we are on a small incmne. Since all of us already give $12,
the raise to $15 doesn't seem like a huge jump. The Committee feels this
is fair.
The "self-select" concept has other positive ramifications for our ongoing Positive Ramifications
growth. The Committee feels strongly that with the correct incentives
and encouragement. Guild women will challenge themselves to give
more than the minimum. With this new dues structure, the Committee
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Two-in-One Membership Survey
sees the use of a dues self-select chart that would outline for the member
just what the dollar breakdown will be for a variety of dues amounts. The
goal would be to educate our members as to the Joy and gratitude they
will have with their giving. The result will be an overall increase of
dollars given with a willing heart Educating our members as to the
potential end result is critical. More money for the University is the
bottom line. This would be accomplished in several ways. One is the
increase of money directly into the University Fund by an increase in the
base line of the dues, but also by the majority selecting to give more than
minimum dues. The other way more money will eventually go to the
University is the obvious auhxnatic increase of funds into the existing,
but small. Guild Office Endowment account By placing into our Bylaws
the requirement that 15% of everyone's dues goes into this Guild Office
Endowment we are saying we VALUE this concept. It is very important
to us. When the day comes that the Guild Office is financially
independent there will be a very large decrease of expenditures from the
University to the Guild, allowing those University funds to be expended
for other University needs.
3. Membership Survey Disseminated and Returned. Who are we? Who
will we be? Who do we want to be? These are important questions. It is
^parent that we must know more data about our Guild membership. A
survey of all members is the method the Committee recommends. We
concluded that we needed a two-in-one survey. One part would be a blind
survey that could be torn off, and returned separately without name. The
other longer, more thorough part, would contain a name; and, therefore,
the information included on it would become the beginning of our Guild
database.
'*One Voice** Ctriumn 4. Implement "One Voice" Column in Bulletin.
Vision Mision Statement Use
Special Committees
5. Encourage use of Vision and Mission Statement at chapter and
national events. Our Renewal Objective #1 is that the Guild will unite
behind the Vision and Mission Statement, in order to speak and act with
(Xie voice. This is an on-going process. Items 4 & 5 were inserted into the
1995 Target list to help facilitate that objective. We suggest a new
column fcH" our Guild Bulletin. This Fall 1995 introduce the "One Voice"
piece. This would become a standard article, short, compelling to read,
inviting, pointed toward some issue revolving around the Vision,
Mission, or Renewal Objectives which the members should know. The
other item is to encourage all Guild events (chapter as well as national) to
q)en with the reading of the Guild's Vision and Mission in unison. This
we have been doing at the close of national meetings. Ownership comes
with knowledge, use, and und^tanding. What bett^ way to begin than
to verbalize togeth^.
6. Implement Special Committees. These would function in addition to,
and along side, the Standing Committees this year as a means of further
studying many Guild issues for the upcoming year. Looking ahead to the
following target years, one will End that many of these committees either
report to the Board, Guild membership, or implement their work by
certain dates. These committees are listed in no special order:
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a. Financial Management Study. Should include issues such as national
fund-raising, expense reducticxi, increase overall giving. Guild budgeting
as a new concept, present and future financial paradigm. (Where are we,
and where do we hope to be?) This committee should also serve in the
capacity of guide or "watch dog" for all other study committees, so that
one committee doesn't decide to increase spending without critical
review while others are trying to cut expenses. This committee may need
to do at least six months wmk prior to the other special ccMnmittees listed
here. This would greatly help to coordinate the work of all the
committees.
b. Awards. Similar to the Alumni awards, the Guild awards would
facilitate renewal objective #3 of increasing visibility and probably #1,
uniting evoyone behind the "^sion and Mission Statement Some of the
areas suggested for these awards are: Outstanding Lutheran Woman
(does not have to be a Guild member). Heritage Award (Guild Membo*
for 40 Years), etc. Multiple recipients may be selected. Other categories
are possible.
c. Whole Dues Structure/Membership Categories. This is to take the
process beyond Dues Phase One as listed above. Look at all categories:
Student, Lifetime, etc. This would be called Dues Phase Two.
d. Planned Giving. End-of-life giving, wills, etc. The principles and
process need to be further studied. It t^pears that the current "golden"
generation of women have an amount of money to be given that the next
generation of wmnen most likely will not have. This resource needs to be
tapped. Women need instruction in the matter of wills and trusts.
e. Guild Office Endowment Study what it means. What will this office
look like? How will it relate to the University? How do we go about
making it financially independent? Beata made some contacts with
professionals who could advise the Guild as to the possibility of reaching
an endowment amount that would in fact allow the Guild to run a
financially independent office. It was suggested that a goal of at least
$2,0(X),(X)0 would be appropriate. Only interest can be spent with an
endowment. Actually only S% of the principal can be spent. S% of
$2,000,000 will allow us the necessary $75,000 to run the office. As the
Committee discussed the options and possibilities, we became ctHivinced
that indeed this taiget was attainable. A slogan could be $2 Million by
2000!
We were advised that a campaign drive could be initiated and completed
in six months. Pledges would be solicited. Some questions which need to
be answered: Do we use professional fund-raisers and pay fees which
could be substantial? Do we use the University development office for
the help we need, free of charge, or offer to pay, but trying to fit into their
own schedule and agenda?
It is important to EDUCATE the membership about the benefits to the
Guild and the University for such a Guild Offrce Endowment drive. The
Committee envisions the VU-VUG relationship being strengthened. A
metaphor may help explain the reasoning for the last statement. The
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Financial Study
Awards
Dues Phase Two
Planned Giving
Guild Office Endowment
Important to Educate Membership
C<Mnmunicati(ms of the Future
Future of National Meetings
New Chapters
Enhancement of Chapters
Publicity and Publications of the
Future
Spiritual Welfare
Campus/Guild Connections
Partners in Promotion
Student Recruitment
University/Guild relationship is much like that of a parent and child.
When a child has grown up, a parent is willing to let the child go out on
its own,and the child is eag^ to try out its developing independence. The
two develop a partnership of mutual respect. The Committee feels that
the Guild and the University should put into writing the strengths and
responsibilities whichwill be the resultof this new tangentparmership. It
is exciting to ctxisider the possibilities.
f. Communications/Technologies. Study. What is available to the Guild
now? In the future? What are the netwoking ctqiabilides? What are the
possibilitiesthat the GuildBulletin could cany job tunings fix>m around
the nation?
g. National Meetings. Study is needed. Should we have two? When?
What focus? Who should attend? The Committee did not feel that there
was time enough to study these issues within their time frame.
h. New Chapter Development. New life and growth are automatic
benefits of development This the Guild always needs.
i. Chapter Enhancement This committee would focus on the chapter
functions. Also the Ad Hoc II Committee felt we would profit by
developing a chapter assessment/measurement tool similar to an annud
report. The Committee agreed that the chapters would be held
accountable to some measureable criterion and the submittal of this
report.
J. Publicity/Publications. This committee should review carefully and
make suggestions for changes, if warranted, to: The Bulletin^ L^der,
Black Mwual, Guild Brochure, and any other methodof publicizing the
Guild.
k. Spiritual Welfare. How to care for Guild women collectively and
singularly.
1. Campus Connections. Needs, grants, and information exchange
amongst and for students, faculty, staff. This committee should make us
more aware of the life of the campus.
m. Parmers in Promotion. Collaborate on EVENTS. Work should be
combined with alumni, athletics, and fine arts events. How can Guild
womenaround the nationbe of assistance to campus groupsout traveling
or performing?
n. Student Recraitment. What is the NEW way we, as Guild members,
chapters, areas, and national can assist in the enlargement of student
enrollment?
Church Relations o. Church Relations. How can we improve?
Committee Structure p. Organizational Committee Structure. This committee would studyall
of the above, evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of each, decide how
they weave together for the good of the Guild and University. We
recommend that Bev Wick would be the perfect chair for this committee,
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since it will begin the sorting out of committees when she is stepping
down from the presidency. We feel she has the widest background and
understanding to direct the woik of this committee.
7. Open National Secretary and Treasurerpositions to religions other than
Lutheran. Qiange Bylaws to allow this. It is the Committee's belief that
the Guild must keep its officers who sit on the University Board as
Lutheran, the vice-presidents and president, but it is important to have
openings for talented non-Lutheran members at the national level of
leadership. Our rationale: The collective Guild mind seems to want to
open iq) this non-Lutheran level of lead^hip as a fairness principle. It
feels right to us, the committee, as well. Also the Bylaws require the
treasurer to have prior accounting experience. This is a job restriction
with just reason. We feel it important to open the position of treasurer to a
wider pool of prospective persons.
8. Implement Yearly Memb^ahip Drive. We recommend that the Guild
set a goal to increase paid memberships to 4,000 members by the year
2000. In order to do this we are suggesting an acquisition of 15% new
members each year per chapter. This first CcxiventicHi should be the place
to lay before the membership the plan to reach the goal. Background
information for this committee: At present a newly devised plan is being
worked out to ensure accurate and fair membership lists. The national
treasuro*keq)s an exact account of all members paid. The Guild Office
records a high^ numb^ because it has kq)t on file members who have
not paid dues for up to two years. The Guild Office has now implemented
a pl^ to s^d letters to the first year non-paid members requesting their
dues. Then, if they still are not paid the second year, the member is sent a
letter thanking her for her past support, and is asked to complete a
"fOTna-membo^ survey.
9. Kick-Off Increased Giving Effort The goal is to increase the Guild's
giving to the University,over and above the % of the dues given, by 10%
each year between now and the year 2000. This Convention should focus
on the goal and how we can reach it
1. Membo^p Survey Data Entered and Analyzed.
2. Evaluate O^anizational (Committee) Structure.
3. Implement Phase Two Dues/Membership Structure.
4. Planned Giving - Rq;)ort to Board.
5. Guild Office Endowment - Report to Board.
6. Technologies/Communications - Report to Board.
7. Implement New National Meeting Plan.
8. Implement Improved Chiq)terMeasurement/Annual Report
9. Initiate AwardsProgram.
10. Increase Membership by 15%.
11. Increase Overall Giving to VU by
1. Implement Organizational (Committee) Structure.
2. Initiate Guild Office Endowment Fund Drive.
3. Implement Improved Communications Technologies.
4. Increase Membership by 15%.
5. Increase Ovoall Giving to VU by 10%.
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Secretary and Treasurer Position
Changes
Yearly Membership Drive
Increased Giving Effort
Target Convention 1996
Target Convention 1997
Target Convention 1998
Target Convention 1999
Target Convention 2000!!!
Closing Words
1. Increase Membership by 15%.
2. Increase Overall Giving to VU by 10%.
1. Increase Membership by 15%.
2. Increase Overall Giving to VU by 10%.
3. Initiate Corporate Identity Study. This ctMnmitteeneeds to look at the
image of the Guild portrayed by its name, logo, motto, publications, etc.
How can this image more correctly show who we are and what we do? Is
there a name that would better suit this group as we approach the year
2000?
1. Achieve Financially Independent Guild Office.
2. Increase Membership 15%. Totaling 4,000 paid members.
3. Increase Overall Giving to VU by 10%.
4. Implement New Corporate Identity. (Name, Logo, Motto, Stationery,
Brochure, Business Cards, Etc.)
All of the above renewal objectives fall into our national Valparaiso
University Guild strategic plan. They are all measureable and
quantifiable. We have kept to the request of having most of the objectives
studied and implemented by the current roster.
These closing words are Norma's from her report to the Board last April,
but they are our collective thoughts as well:
We have worked hard to be worthy of the trust of the Board
and the financial investment of the Guild as a whole. We
believe that we have accomplished a goodly amount of useful
work. We hope that we are a prototype of committee action in
the future where appropriate. We feel pride for our joint
IHOduct. We are willing to do more. We thank the Board for
the opportunity to serve and to grow.
(and) Finally, I wish to give praise to our Heavenly Father for
the great delight I've had in serving, and for keeping the
committee healthy and sane, and to Bev and all of you for
giving us the privilege of serving the Guild (in this way.)
Paula Sauer
Ad Hoc II Committee Member
Paula Sauer, Member of
and Reporter for Ad Hoc
Committee II.
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STRATEGIC FOCUS & RENEWAL OBJECTIVES
FOR THE VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD
Three areas ofstrategicfocus for on-going renewal, incorporating eleven renewal objectives identified by
membersofthe Valparaiso University Guild and the Committeefor the Future ofthe Guild 11.
® CELEBRATE OUR COMMUNITY —
UNITE THE GUILD BEHIND THE VISION AND MISSION STATEMENT, IN ORDER
TO SPEAK AND ACT WITH ONE VOICE.
REVITALIZE AND EXPAND GUILD MEMBERSHIP.
INCREASE GUILD VISIBILITY AND PROMOTE WIDESPREAD AWARENESS OF THE
GUILD'S MISSION AND ACTIVITIES.
DEFINE THE GUILD'S RELATIONSHIP TO LUTHERANISM.
* CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVE OUR FUNCTIONS —
BROADEN THE BASE OF GUILD LEADERSHIP.
DEVELOP A NEW FINANCIAL PARADIGM.
CREATE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE FOR THE GUILD OFFICE.
* EXPAND OUR SERVICES TO VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY —
BUILD A STRONG PARTNERSHIP WITH THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND
nNANCIAL AID.
EXPLORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MUTUAL COOPERATION WITH THE VALPARAISO
UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
SEEK OPPORTUNITIES TO ENHANCE THE LUTHERAN CHARACTER OF VALPARAISO
UNIVERSITY IN CLOSE PARTNERSHIP WITH THE OFFICE OF CHURCH
RELATIONS.
ENLARGE THE GUILD NETWORK OF CHAPTERS.
9/95
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WESTMORELAND LEAD GLASS BELL
Mishawaka-South Bend Chapter
These Westmoreland lead glass crystal bells have faceted amber clappers. The
bells are 4 1/2" tall, 1 3/4" in diameter, with frosted "VU Guild" etched on one
side. They have a frosted "handle." When rung, they have a beautiful tinkling
sound. Be sure to include "SHIP TO" information when ordering.
Price per item: $8.00
Shipping/Handling: $2.00
Contact person:
Wilma L. Behnke
19409 Edinburgh Dr.
South Bend IN 46614
Phone: 219/291-7153
COMPUTER MOUSEPAD
Southern Piedmont Chapter
The mousepad measures 7 1/2" x 8 1/2". It is brown with the VU seal in metallic
gold.
Price per item: $7.00
Shipping/Handling: $1.00
Contact person:
Susan Dippold
13020 Angel Oak Dr.
Huntersville NC 28078
Phone: 704/875-6574
THREE-DIMENSIONAL CRECHE
Omaha Chapter
A six-piece nesting creche in beautifully grained, solid walnut, handsawed and
rubbed with three coats tung oil. All labor done by Omaha Guild Chapter.
Size: 9" x 9 1/2" x 1 1/2".
A truly unique item for display in your home, as a gift for wedding, birthday,
celebrations, as well as Christmas. It can be left out year-round, but packs
compactly for storage.
m
Price per item: $35.00
Shipping/Handling: $ 3.50
Contact person:
Ema Haselton
8769 Templeton Dr.
Omaha NE 68134-2838
Phone: 402/571-1074
CRUCIFORM
Southtowns of Erie County Chapter
This beautiful wood wall hanging is approximately 12" x 9" in size and is
handmade by John Biel. The crucifix is carved out of negative space with the
cross in lieu of the traditional sculpture of Christ. When hung, the crucifix throws
a shadow within the negative space, outlining the figure of the Crucified Christ.
Theoriginal design cruciform comes with an explanation sheet thatgives further
historical data.
Priceper item: $20.00
Shipping/Handling-UPS: $ 2.50
Special RushFirst-Class Mail: $ 3.50
Contact person:
Ann Collord
107 Treehaven Rd.
W. Seneca NY 14224-3638
Phone: 716/674-5164
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VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD ORNAMENTS
Appleton Chapter
The 1995 ornament, newest in the series which began in 1975, features
Valparaiso University's Center for the Arts. It has a shiny red finish with white
print. The date and University seal are on the reverse side. All ornaments are
custom designed and imported from Austria by Bronners of Frankenmuth,
Michigan.
Other ornaments available are listed below. Please include shipping and handling
and make checks payable to Guild Ornament Project.
Valparaiso University Center for the Ans
Price per item: $8.00
Shipping/Handling: See below
Send order form and check to:
Cindy Russler
1200 N. Montclaire Ct.
Appleton WI54915
Phone: 414/739-3531
Year Description Price Year
1994 Gellersen Eng/MathCtr. $8.00 1990
1993 Chq)el of the Resurrection $8.00 1988
1992 EH.MueUerHall $8.00 1987
1991 Valparaiso Union $8.00 1983
Buy an Ornament for
;Each of 4 DiflferentYears
and Save. 4 Different
Years for $25.00!
What a great Gift Idea.
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Description Price
Heidlx-ink Hall $5.00
Kretzmann Hall $5.00
Athletics-Recreation Center $5.00
Moellering Memorial Library$5.00
Add: Shipping and hanoiing by UFS:
1-2 (Mnaments $3.00
3-6 miaments $3.50
7-12 ornaments $4.00
RECEIPT BOOK
Diablo valley Chapter
Receipt books of 25 dual-copy receipts that satisfy the charitable donation
receipts required by law. One copy is for the donor, the other copy is for the
chapter's records.
Valparaiso
University
Guild
Valparaiso, Indlina 463S3^93
Thank you for your support.
S ofyour donation
goes directly to the work of
Milparaiso University.
Price per item:
Shipping/Handling:
$2.00
$ .50
Contact person:
Barbara Van Fossen
90 Sara Lane
Alamo CA 94507
Phone: 510/935-6788
MINISCRIPTURES
Diablo Valley Chapter
Miniscriptures are full-color prints of many of your favorite scripture verses.
There are 43 different verses available in an 8" x 10" size. All verses are double
matted. A black and white catalog illustrating all the verses is available for $1.00,
refundable on your first order.
lutll onsurtrtlittmiD
Shoiu tlicc great onD
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tliouhiuiu^c^not.
$10.00
$ 1.00 each
Price per item:
Shipping/Handling:
Contact Person:
Judy Michaels
757 Tunbridge Rd.
Danville CA 94526
Phone: 510/820-5414
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BUTTON COVERS AND PIERCED EARRINGS
New Mexico Chapter
Set of six sterling silverbutton covers with Southwestern designs. Sterlingsilver
earrings are available to match button covers or may be ordered separately.
Price per item: $15.00 set of six button
covers
$ 7.50 pair of earrings
Shipping/Handling: $ 2.00 per order
Contact person:
Joyce Ewing
6800 Hensch Ave. NE
Albuquerque NM 87109
Phone: 505/822-9939
LICENSE PLATE HOLDER
Cincinnati Chapter
A black plastic license plate frame with white lettering. The top, in half-inch
letters, says "Go with the Guild." The bottom 3/4-inch letters spell "Valparaiso
University." If you*re not in the Guild, a black permanent marker "erases" the
top line!
GO WITH THE GUILD
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY]
Price per item: $4.00
Shipping/Handling: $2.50
Contact person:
Jan Zinnecker
4730 Sycamore Rd.
Cincinnati OH 45236-1940
Phone: 513/791-8246
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY NOTE PADS
San Diego Chapter
VU Note Pads, 4 1/4" x 5 1/2", 50 sheets each. Buff with brown ink.
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY across bottom with top design of Chapel, Valpo
Script or CheerleadingBear. All designs created by Sally Beck.
Great as gifts for confirmands, youth groups. Guild members, friends, pastor, etc.
Can use as fund-raiser for your chapter.
Indicate choice of three designs (ordercan be mixed).B Price per item: 10 pads $7.50; 25 pads $18.75;
50 pads $37.50
Shipping/Handling: 10pads $2.90; 25pads $4.20;
50 pads $6.85
Contact person:
Ethel Kallsen
48 Blue Anchor Rd.
Coronado CA 92118
Phone: 619/424-7813
VU GUILD LAPEL PIN/VU GUILD PENDANT NECKLACE
Milwaukee Suburban Chapter
Your choice of beautiful black gold metal or black silver metal tack lapel pin
with military clutch back. Pendant is on 24" gold-plated open link chain
necklace. All items made in the U.S.A. The pin and pendantare 3/4" in diameter,
round.
Wear yourVU Guild proudly. These jewelry items are beautiful!
GUILD
Price per item: $10.00
Shipping/Handling: $ 2.00 per order
Contact person:
Nancy Kormanik
1710 Boulder Ct.
Waukesha WI53186
Phone: 414/547-8488
Additional information needed for order:
Be sure to designate: LAPEL PINor PENDANT NECKLACE, and
BLACK GOLD or BLACK SILVER
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VU COOKIE STAMP
Puget Sound Chapter
Vu cookie stamps*, created by Rycraft, Inc., are hand-stamped in clay from a
custom-carved master. A white glaze coats the outer edges and handle. Each two-
inch diameter stamp comes with a small pamphlet containing several cookie
stamp recipes and some helpful suggestions for decorating and baking cookies.
The design on the stamp reproduces well on cookies or when used in paper
casting. This stamp will make a wonderful addition to your home cooking and
craft collection and is a terrific gift for any VU fan. Gift boxes for the stamps are
available also.
A check or money order, made payable to"Puget Sound Chapter, VU Guild, Inc."
for the full amount due, should be forwarded along with the order. Orders are
shipped, within two weeks ofreceipt, via U.S. Postal Service Priority Mail.
♦The "Vu" symbol isa registered trademark ofValparaiso University. This stamp is an officially
licensed product.
Price per item: $5.50 per stamp**
Paper Casting Kit $5.50 each
$0.50 per gift box
(holds 1 stamp)
Shipping/Handling: $3.50 (1-4 stamps)
$5.50 (5-8 stamps)
SalesTax: Washington State
residents add 8.2%
sales tax. Varies
depending on order
& residence of person
ordering.
**Four other stamp designs available:
"Divine Love" (cross & hearts)
"Sheaf of Wheat,""Holly Sprig"
& "Singing Angel."
Contact Person:
Katharine (Kate) Gerken
5022 42nd Ave. SW
Seattle WA 98136-1227
Phone: 206/937-8986
"BLOOMING" SWEATSHIRT
Covered Bridge Chapter
"Valparaiso Guild...Helping the University to Bloom" are the words which
surround the embroidered emblem on your terrific sweatshirt. The sweatshirt is a
10.5 ounce, better quality-beefy, but soft-80% cotton/20% poly blend with a knit
crew neck and cuffs. It is styled with a roomy, "universal fit" dropped armhole
and a double-layer locker patch at the back of the neckline. The oval
embroidered emblem measures 4.5" x 3" and is placed hand-over-heart. The
emblem at first glance looks like a large coral tulip with grass green leaves and a
gold stamen. Upon closer exam, the stamen is taken from the triumphant Christ
figure of the chapel windows, the tulip top is traced from the outline of the
chapel roof, the leaves form a giant "V," and the flower base forms a "U." Tying
it together, and expressing all the hard work the Guild does, are the words,
"Valparaiso Guild...Helping the University to Bloom." This sweatshirt quality
would normally be found in better retail stores priced between $56.00 and
$60.00.
Color Choice:
Size Choice:
_creamy natural shirtwith navy lettering
_navy shirt with gold lettering
_black shirt with gold lettering
_medium (measures22" under armhole when flat)
Jarge (measures 23" under armhole when flat)
_XLarge (measures 25" under armhole when flat)
_XXLarge (measure 27 1/2" under armhole when
flat)
Price per item: $39.00
Shipping/Handling: $ 3.00
Contact Person:
Mrs. Sharon Hollenberger
9801 N. Thomapple Lane
Mequon WI 53092
Phone: 414/241-8572
Please make check payable to:
"Covered Bridge Chapter—Valpo
Guild".
Enjoy your sweatshirt!
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FRAMED DIPLOMA
Valparaiso Chapter
Beautiful metal or wood framing for diplomas. Sketch of Chapel is included
within the frame. A color photo of the Chapel can be chosen for $2.50 extra. If
you like, a 5" x 7" photo of your own choice can be substituted for the picture of
the Chapel. Frame, mat, and inset choices are as follows:
Frame Choices: Mat Choices:
Brown Metal Dark Brown Suede
Gold Metal Soft Gold Suede
Wood White Suede
Inset Choices:
Chapel Sketch
Color Photo of the Chapel ($2.50)
Photo to be Provided by You (5" x 7")
Price per item: $50.00for the framing
$ 2.50 if choosing color photo of the Chapel
Shipping/Handling: $ 5.00 perorder (INresidents add$2.50 tax)
Contact person:
Bette Galow
1907 Rock Castle Park Dr.
Valparaiso IN 46383
Phone: 219/464-2071 or
219/464-5249 (phone mail,please leave message)
GLASS BOX
Medina Chapter
The etched Valparaiso University Guild emblem highlights the cover of the 4"
square glass box featuring ridged edges.
Price per item: $10.50
Shipping/Handling: $ 4.00 for 1 item
$ 6.00 for 2 items
$ 8.00 for 3 items
Each additional item $1.00 each
(Can be combined with mug order)
Contact Person: Judy Grove
18243 Strongsville Blvd.
Strongsville OH 44136
216/243-0621
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15 OZ. CERAMIC MUG
Medina Chapter
The Valparaiso University Guild lettering on the 15 oz. black ceramic mug is
etched through the glaze to white bisque, making a beautifully unique and
permanentdesign. The coaster features the Valparaiso University Guild emblem.
One-line personalization is available.
The design on the mug and coaster is available with or without "Guild"
distinction.
Price per item:
Mug and Coaster
with "Guild" $13.00
without "Guild" $13.00
Mug Only
with "Guild" $10.50
without "Guild" $10.50
_with personalization $16.00
.with personalization $16.00
.with personalization $13.00
.with personalization $13.00
PERSONALIZATION DESIRED: (Please print...one line only)
Shipping/Handling:
Contact person:
$4.00 for 1 item
$6.00 for 2 items
$8.00 for 3 items
Each additional item $1.00 each
(Can be combined with glass box order)
Judy Grove
18243 Strongsville Blvd.
Strongsville OH 44136
216/243-0621
In^emoriatn
The following is a listof Guild members, or family members of Guild members, who havedied
since the publication of the last issue of the Bulletin,:
Paula Bemecker, a member of the Saginaw Chapter died in June.
Louise Umenhofer of the Gulf Coast Chapter.
ClaraLaesch, auntof Valparaiso Chapter member Arlene Laesch, died in May. Clarahad been a
long-time member of the Saginaw Chapter.
Muriel Kuhn, a member of the Northern Virginia Chapter.
Lucy Soigenfrei, a member of the South Central Pennsylvania Chapter.
Lydia Schudlich of the Detroit West Chapter.
Gladys Laurenz of the Saginaw Chapter.
Elizabeth Siefker,of the Indianapolis Chapter,died August 31,1995.
Betty Haertel, a memberof the Quad City Chapter.
We prayfor our Lord's continuing care and confortfor all who mourn.
Editor's Note: Your Editor realizes that there have no doubt been others within our Guild Family who have died
recently. Their names were not omitted intentionally. If cheaterswill keep the national office irformed, names will
be included infuture issues ofthe Bulletin.
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CHAPTERCHATTER
CHATTER
CHATTER
CHATTER
CHATTER
Area I—Connecticut, Delaware, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, and
Washington D.C.
7 '^
BUFFALO NY
The Buffalo Chapter held a very successful Brunch
last Spring, serving 149 adults and 9 children. The
members presold 130 tickets and had about 30 walk-
ins. The event netted the chapter over $1,000!
ROCHESTER NY
Congratulations to the five VU graduates from the
Rochester area: Tom Rosen, Jon Wilson, Becca
Meyer, Steve Easton, and Carolyn Krause! New
students from the area are Karalyn and Tarryn
Wendland from Macedon NY.
The very successful Advent-Christmas Vespers will
be held at Pinnacle Lutheran Church on December
3rd. This has been an annual event for over 30 years!
Barbara Riethmeier, Past National President of the
Guild and a member of the Rochester Chapter,
received the Valparaiso University Alumni Service
Award. It was formally presented to Barbara at the
Guild's Annual Conv^tion. Congratulations, Barb!
NORTHERN VIRGINIA
Special belated birthday congratulations to Mildred
Lopo who turned 84 on March 9th. The chapter
celebrated with a party for Mildred at the March
chapter meeting. Mildred is still VERY active in the
chapter. Happy Birthday, Mildred!
October 28th the chapter catered the Washington-
Baltimore Alumni-Guild Dinner featuring bratwurst
and all the German trimmings. Catering continues to
be a successful fund-raiser for this chapter.
AreR II—lUmois plus Quad City
CHICAGO NORTHWEST SUBURBAN IL and
PARK RIDGE CHAPTERS
These two chapters joined forces to host a very
successful (as seen in the photo below) Freshman
Mixer on August 13, 1995 at the home of Ginny
Amling, National Historian. Congratulations on a
wonderful event!
CHICAGO WEST SUBURBAN IL
A potluck dinner was held in March. Area Director
Judy RuIIman attended and presented the program.
This chapter is trying very hard to recruit new
members to join the present dedicated group that
thoroughly enjoys getting together to work on
projects for the Guild and the University.
DU PAGE COUNTY IL
Marlene Fenske hosted a lovely potluck dinner at her
home when Area Director Judy Rullman visited this
chapter.
GLENBROOK IL
The evening that Area Director Judy RuUman visited
this ch^ter, the members w^ packing their famous
"Survival Kits." Everyone, including Judy, pitched in
and pacl^ 250 kits!
QUAD CITY lA
A Fall Luncheon, held on September 9lh, provided a
beautiful social event where current members and
the mothers of new campus freshmen could meeu
Ares Ill^ColoradO) Iowa, Kansas,
Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New
Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahtmia, South Dakota,
Texas, Wyoming
All of the chapters in Area III were very busy the
past few months since they hosted the banquet at the
Annual Convention of the Guild on campus. Thank
you. Area III. It was a wonderful banquet! Thank
you, Linda Deal, for the very clever adaptation of the
"Mile High" song for the occasion.
BOULDER CO and PIKES PEAK CO
The Boulder and Pikes Peak Chapters worked on
banquet favors. Chapter member Marge McCandless
was the wonderful "cowboy rider" at the banquet,
presenting Janie with a duffel bag filled with notes
and cards from Guild members all over the country.
This chapter continues its very good project of
making and presenting cross bookmarks to the
confirmands of each Lutheran Church located in
Boulder.
DENVER CO
While working at putting together the program
covers for the CtMivention banquet, this chapter still
had time to hold a very successful Ainil Brunch.
DES MOINES lA
One hundred and sixteen people attended the
limcheon/fashion show hosted by the Des Moines
Chapter! Congratulations on a very successfulevent!
GREATER KANSAS CITY KS
What a terrific menu this chapter planned for the
banquet! The barbeque was great!
Not only did this chapter have another great
Oktoberfest on October 7th, it also hosted a very
successful Summer Picnic for prospective and
returning students to VU.
The chapter received $1,000 from AAL. This was a
challenge grant to the chapter from AALfor
renovation of the VU Student Union. The picture
below shows the Greater Kansas City Chapter Board
of Directors accepting the check from their AAL
representative Jack Umbxk.
OMAHA NE
Another very successful Card PartyA-uncheon! Over
130 luncheons were served and the chapter made
$1,000! Congratulations!
Area IV—Alaska, Arizona, California,
Hawaii, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Utah,
Washington
SAN DIEGO CA
Pictured below are members of the San Diego
Ch^t^ as they celeb^ted their 20th year, March 19,
1995.
Front: Janet Douglas, Lois Maier, Eleanor Morrow,
Lynne Dorlon, Dorothy Bierer, Martha Hodges, Ethel
Kallsen.
Standing In middle row: Lorraine Berndsen, Sheila
MacKay, Lois Scheer, Teddie Brown, Micky Wesche,
Martha Radatz.
Standing in back: Krista Giesing, Sandy Tracy,
Barbara Wagner, Sally von Zlrnglbl, Mary Walters,
Sally Beck, Ellen Rumsey, Nancy Sama, Sue Gerbart.
IDAHO ID
Bonnie Johnscm and the other m^bers of the Idaho
Chapter hosted a get-together in Sun Valley ID on
October 7th. National President Bev Wick and
husbandDan attended (hisspecial event.
COLUMBIA CASCADE OR
Besides their famous cruise trips, this chapter was
another of several chapters that hosted a very
successful Alumni & Friends Family Potluck Picnic.
This was held July 8lh at the home of Gordon and
Char Kroemer and featured an optional winery tour
in the afternoon. There was even an Invitational
Croquet Match!!
Ares V—Wisconsin
APPLETON
The Guild Ornament continues to be a very
successfulproject for this chapter. If you did not get
this year's ornament, featuring the VU Center for the
Arts, see the GuildGoodie section in this publication
for ordmng information. It is a beauty!
COVERED BRIDGE
The beautiful sweatshirts promoted by this chapter
are a huge hit! Information and a picture can be
found in the Guild Goodie section of this
publication.These are wonderfully heavy sweatshirts
with a beautiful design! Congratulations, Covered
Bridge!
MERRILL
The special project of this chapter is quite unique. It
is called "Christmas at the Candlewick." The
Candlewick is a Bed and Breakfast as well as one of
Merriirs historic homes. The event will feature a
tour of the home, musical entertainment, and
refreshments. The members will sell tickets to the
event as well as items of food and crafts. The date is
December 3rd from Noon to 4:00 p.m. Best wishes
for a very successful event.
MILWAUKEE SUBURBAN
Another interesting activity is the "Holiday Settings"
sponsored by the Milwaukee Suburban Chapter on
December 9th. Members will bring their own china
and decorations to set a table for eight. They are
planning for 29 tables with a salad-type menu,
entertainment, and cookie and craft sales! The cost to
attend is $15.00.We hope this is a smashingsuccess!
The Milwaukee Suburban Chapter will host the 50th
Slate Unit Convention on April 27, 1996. Because
this is the 50th Anniversary of the Wisconsin Slate
Unit, no doubt this will be a very special event.
Marilyn Holmquist, a member of this chapter, was
recently elected State Unit President
Area VI—Michigan
ANN ARBOR
Another wonderful "Stacki Uppi Picnic"—the 12th
Annual!—was held on July 24lh. Alumni of any
year, students, current and prospective, parents,
friends and mates of members were invited. If you
are not familiar with a Stacki Uppi meal, it is a
Polynesian-style meal built upon rice and turkey
with layers of veggies, fruit, nuts, and sauce.
Delicious!
DETROIT
October 13th is the date for the Annual Luncheon
and Card Party to be held at the Bowanie Golf Club.
There will be modeling with fashions by Pointe
Fashions. Reformation Sunday, October 29th, will be
celetwated at Historic Trinity Church with Dr. Alan
Harre giving the address.
ROCHESTER
Members of the Rochester MI Chapter, shown
below, meet five times a year. Some of their special
events include a Fall "Valpo Beer & Brats" couples
event, bake sales, a garage sale, and an end-of-the-
year Salad Supper. In February, 1996, the Valpo
Sunday speaker will be Pastor Walter Keller,
Professor Emeritus of Theology at VU.
SAGINAW
A number of special events are planned. A Guest
Day Coffee and Dessert was held in September with
Michigan Area Director Pamela Sieving presenting
the program. There will be a Merry Christmas
Luncheon on December 4th at the Saginaw Club,
and in March the meeting will be held in the Parlor
at Zehnder's of Frankenmuth with a tour of
2^hnder's Kitchen and Bakery. Wally Bronner will
be the speaker.
Ar6d Indiana and Kentucky
INDIANAPOLIS
This chaptw is in full swing for the 1995-96 season.
The Tasting Luncheon November 4th will celebrate
the 50ih anniversary of this chapter. "Fashions of
Yesterday" style show will be the entertainment.
This fashion show will feature clothing from 1830-
1960. Wilma Eickoff, one of the chapter's founding
members and still a faithful member, will be honored
at the luncheon. Congratulations, Indianapolis
Ch^ter, and congratulations, Wilma!
VALPARAISO
This very busy ch^ter helped to make the Annual
Convention a huge success. The members continue
to "woman" the Concession Stand for home football
games and bake and deliver calxs by the dozens for
students.
The members planned a wonderful service and
reception for retiring Executive Director, Janie
Lichtfuss. The service was held in Gloria Christi
Ch^l with Fred Niedner as leader and Martin Jean
as organist. Many of Janie's friends from the campus
and the community attended. A gift of an Olympus
camera was presented to Janie.
Janie Lichtfuss, who was presented with the Alumni
Service Awardat the banquet held during the Annual
Convention of the Guild, leaves Valpo, the
University, and this chapter at the end of October.
Area VIII—Ohio
COLUMBUS CAPITAL BELLS
A Holiday Brunch and welcome to new members
and friends of the Guild will be held on January 7th.
President Faith Rechel will be the hostess.
GREATER DAYTON
Area VIII Director Dawn Rickman attended a
chapter luncheon meeting at the Olive Garden in
March. This very active chapter continues to give the
luncheons for the area pastors when they meet. They
enjoy doing college fairs in the area and would like
to do more of them!
UNION COUNTY
NovembCT 16lh is the diUe for this ch^ter's Annual
Holiday Potluck. Guests will be invit^. They also
will have a table at a church bazaar in November.
Area IX—Alabama* Arkansas* Florida,
Georgia* Louisiana* Mississippi, North Carolina*
South Carolina* Tennessee
ALABAMA AL
The membersof the AlabamaCh^ier, shown below,
met March 25th for their Sfdng Lunchon. Area IX
Director Conine Roy was in attendance.
ST PETERSBURG FL
Fund-raiser challenges throughout the year keep the
St. Petersburg Chapter on its toes! A taster's
luncheon provided guests with a scrumptious buffet
All recipes were taken from the four Guild
Cookbooks! Spring also brought about a fun-filled
Valentine Card Party and Fashion Show. In March, a
Progressive Dinner was hosted by Guild members.
Stay tunedfor more to come on their upcoming Fall
activities!
WINTER HAVEN FL
Area IX Director Corrine Roy attended the Spring
Luncheon on May 13th. She spoke of Guild news
and the Union project. This chapter's most unique
project is the school store.
SOUTH CAROLINA SC
In May, about twenty University enthusiasts met at
the home of Kay and Ralph Mellon for a "Beer and
Brats" gathering. Some of the group are pictured
below.
From left: Dr.Jim and Barbara Volk, Nancy Kiissrow,
Mrs. and Dr. Van Kussrow, and Dr. Steve Graef.
Area Direct(M*s
Committee Chairs
"Annie's Party"
MINUTES
of the
NATIONAL CONVENTION
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD, INC.
National Sacr.tary September 21-24,1995
\ Lorraine Dorougb
**BeboId, I am doing a new thing; now It springs do you not perceiveIt?"—Isaiah 43:19a (RSV)
The 64th Annual Convention of the Valparaiso University Guildwascalledto orderby BevWick, President, at 9:30 ajn. on
Friday, Septemba 22,1995, in the Great Hall of the ValparaisoUiuon.
Soul Purpose, under the direction of John Steven Paul, presented a chancel drama, "Annie's Party," for the opening
devotions.
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
The President welcomed all members of the Guild in attendance at the convention, especially those attending their first
national Guild convention. She then introduced the other members of the Board of Directors of the VU Guild: Margaret Zobel,
Isl Vice President; JudyWaeljen, 2nd Vice President; Lorraine Dorough, Secretary; JudyMason, Treasurer; and JanieLichtfuss,
Executive Director. Lynn Bahls serves as advisor to the Board and Parliamentarian. Members of the Guild office staffwere
introduced: Tma Ramos, Office Support Specialist; Amy Waetjen and Amy Seldon, Student Aides. Past National Guild
Presidents in attendance at the meeting were: Bette Froehlich, Lynn Bahls, Be^ Madoerin, Janie Lichtfuss, Barbara Maas,
Virginia Amling, Marty Mattes, Phyllis Schuessler, Marilyn Krueger, Paula Sauer and Barbara Riethmeier. Also recognized
were Betsy Nagel and Dot Nuechterlein, past Executive Directors; Diane Harre, wife of President Alan Harre; Heather McGill,
President of the Valparaiso University Alumni Association; Cindy Haase, Associate Director of the Valparaiso Union; Betty
Kretzmaim, wife of the late Dr. 0. P. Kretzmann; and Dr. Karl Krueckenberg, Director of Alumni Affairs and Convention
photographer. BarbKehe, Vice President of theValparaiso Chapter IN,conveyed greetings to theassembly.
ALUMNI AWARD PRESENTATION
Heather McGill, President of theValparaiso University Alumni Association, presented anAlumni Service Award toBarbara
Riethmeier, Past National President of the Valparaiso Universi^ Guild.
REPORT OF THE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
Esther Kniger, member of the Credentials Committee, reported 171 registered voting members and 1guesL Thereport was
adopted.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON STANDING RULES
Bydirection of the Board of Directors, theSecretary moved adoption of theconvention standing rules, which were adopted
as follows:
1. When addressing thechair, a member shall speak at a microphone, giving name andchapter affiliation.
2. Motions andamendments from the floorshallbe submitted inwriting, signedby themakerand the seconder, and
presented to the Secretary.
3. Notices of announcements shall be submittedin writing to the ExecutiveDirector.
ADOPTION OF THE CONVENTION PROGRAM
Bydirection of the Board of Directors, 2nd Vice President Judy Waetjen moved adoption of theconvention program with
the following amendmoits:
1. The introduction of the Convention Committees will follow the adoption of the Convention program.
2. The report of thetellers regarding thel^lawsand project selection will follow therqx>rt of theExecutive Director on
Saturday afternoon.
Motion adopted.
INTRODUCTION OF CONVENTION COMMITTEES
The Presidoit introduced the members of convention committees:
Minutes A^i^val Committee
Lyrai Bahls -- National Parliamentarian
Julane Swank - Atlanta Ch^ter GA
Judy Wolff ~ Alabama Chapter AL
Resolutions Committee
Nita Runge~ GreaterKansasCity Cluq>ter KS
Shirley Honold - Sheboygan Chq)ter ^
Jody Wallace~ St Louis Cluqrta- MO
ConventimiCo-Rqx>rters
Julia Riess and Elnor Riess - ColumbiaCascadeCluq>ter OR
RECOGNITION OF ANNIVERSARY CHAPTERS
Hie Presidentrecognized the following anniveisaiychqiters:
IS Years Big ValleyCA 25 Years
East Bay CA
San Francisco-BayshoreCA 35 Yeats
Santa Clara Vall^ CA
Fade Ridge IL
Houston TX
Walla Walla WA 40 Years
20 Years Orange Coimty CA
Glenbrook IL
Greater Peoria IL
Hudson-Mohawk NY
50 Years
55 Years
60 Years
Midland MI
Lincoln NE
San Gabriel ValleyCA
DuPage County IL
Battle Creek MI
Omaha NE
Quad City lA
Detroit Suburban West MI
Lidianqiolis IN
Lorain County OH
Buffalo NY
RESOLUTION OF THANKS FOR RELEASED CHAPTERS
The Resolutions Committee movedthefollowing resoluti<m whichwas adqited:
WHEREAS, The members of the following chqiters have requested to be released from membership in the Valparaiso
Universi^ Guild:
Clintonville, Vi^sconsin, founded in 1942
Sun City, Arizona, founded in 1980
Sebewaing, Michigan, founded in 1938
Austin-Central Texas, founded in 1983
Gold Coast, Rorida, founded in 1986
Quincy, Illinois, founded in 1961, and
South Lake County, Indiana, founded in 1948, and
WHEREAS, The sevenchtqiters havebeenloyalmembers of theValparaiso UniversiQr Guild;
RESOLVED, That the members of the Valparaiso UniversiQr Guildgive thanks and praisefor the yearsof faithful service
and support to the Guild by the members of the Clintonville, Wisconsin; Sun CiQr, Arizona; Sebewaing, Michigan; Austin-
Central Texas; GoldCoast, Florida; Quincy, Illinois; and South Lake County, Indiana, chapters andfor theirgenerous financial
siqiport to the University.
RECOGNmON OF NEW CHAPTER
JudyRullman, AreaDirectorfor AreaH, introduced re{nesentatives fromthe following new chapter:
Rockford Chapter IL —Pat Atwood and Kathy Helge
Thenewdiapterrepresentatives were {vesented with thechapter diarterandgavel onSaturday morning following thereport of
the Credentials Committee.
NEW CHAPTER RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee movedthefollowing resolution which wasadopted:
WHEREAS, The structure ofthe Valparaiso UniversiQr Guild isstrengthen^ with the formation ofeach new chapter, and
WHEREAS, Dedicated and devoted women of the former Rockford-Redeemer Chapter and additional new members all
interested in Valparaiso University as an institution of Christian higher education haveorganized a new chapter in Rockford,
Dlinois, under the directionof Area DirectorJudy Rullman;
RESOLVED, That the members of the Rockford Chapter IL be affirmed into membership in the Valparaiso University
Guild, and be it further
RESOLVED, That the women of the Valparaiso University Guild joyfully welcome this new chaptv, giving thanks and
glory to God.
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REPORT OF THE NATIONAL PRESIDENT
First Vice President Margaret Zobel introduced Bev V^ck, National Guild President (See page 4 in the Bulletin for the
President's report.)
CORRESPONDENCE
Secretary Lorraine Dorough conveyed greetings and thanks fipom Chris Rasmussen, the new Assistant Dean of Students for
Residential Life; HeatherBrauer,recipientof the Past National OfEcersScholarship; and Bill Smriga,Directorof the Valparaiso
Union. Dorilee Feller Pervorse, a member of the Atlanta Quarter OA. sent thanks to the Guild on behalf of her family for using
the funds donated in memory of her mother and Guild member, Jo Feller, to purchase a piece of art for the new Valparaiso
University Center for the Arts.
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL TREASURER
Judy Mason, Treasurer, gave the following report of receipts and disbursements for dte year ended June 30, 1995. Total
receipts through June 30, 1995, were $217,299. Chapters ctmtiibuted qiproximately $174,000. Total disbursements through
June 30, 1995, were $232,895. Of that total, $134,617 was contributed to the University, including $100,000 for the Union
renovation project and almost $10,000 to the University general operating fund. The ending cash balance in all funds was
$28,597. Thecomplete reportof theTreasurer is appended to theseminutes.
REPORT OF THE AUDITOR
The report of the auditor,Stephanie Geides, C.P.A., was adopted Ity the assembly.
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Secretary Lorraine Dorough announced to the assembly that the Board of Directors voted to change the date of the 1996
Convention to the third weekend in Septemba. The change was made to allow Guild monbers the opportunity to participate in
Homecoming West which will be held the following weekend.
REPORT OF THE COORDINATOR OF AREA DIRECTORS
Margaret Zobel, 1st Vice President and Coordinator of Area Directors, introduced and thanked the Area Directors for all
that they do for the Guild. New and retiring Area Directors for Areas U,m and IV were given special recognition.
Area I —The East LizDeMik
Area n -- Illinois/Iowa Judy Rullman (retiring)
Janet Bunn (new)
Area HI - The Great Plains Jill Stanunel (retiring)
Anne Franklin (new)
Area IV ~ The West Marian Yunghans(retiring)
JoAnne Sloan (new)
Area V - Wisconsin Judy Schumacher
Area VI ~ Michigan Pam Sieving
Area Vn - Indiana Dearaia Stritof
Area VEI ~ Ohio Dawn Rickman
Area DC ~ The South Coirine Roy
APPOINTMENT OF TELLERS
The following were appointed by the President as tellers for the convention:
Marge McCandless, Chairman
Judith Greaker Lois Schumann
LoisHoelter Barbara Town
Geoigiana Schroeder Patricia Yoimg
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE FOR THE FUTURE OF THE GUILD
President Bev Wick introduced the members of the second Ad Hoc Committee for the Future of the Guild:
Norma May,Chairman - Land of Lakes Chapter MN
Beata Madoerin ~ Omaha Chqiter NE
Paula Sauer ~ Columbus Capital Bells Chapter OH
Linda Deal ~ Four Winds Member
Sylvia Luekens ~ Harbor Lights Chapter CA
Kate Gerken —Puget Sotmd Chapter WA
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Nonna May was unable to attend the Convention. Paula Sauer presented the rqx>Tt of the committee which was charged
widi recommending speciHc action stqisthe Guild must consider inorder toaccomplish itsrenewal objectives and tocarry out
therecmnmendations of thefirst Committee fortheFuture of theGuild. (See page 29in theBulletin forthereport of thesecond
Ad Hoc Committee for the Future of the Guild.)
NOON PRAYER
The nooninayer wasofferedby JudyRullman, retiringAreaDirector, Arean.
The meetingwas adjourned at noon andreconvened at 2:00pjn.
REPORT OF THE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
Arlene Laesidi, member of theCredentials Committee, reported 183 registered voting members and 1guest. Theleport was
adopted.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee movedthefollowing resolutitm whichwas adopted:
WHEREAS, To insurethe preservation of the Valparaiso University Guild's tax exemptstatus in the state of Indiana, it is
necessary to include a statement reflecting a not-for-profit position in theArticles of Incmpmration; therefore be it
RESOLVED, ThattheValparaiso University Guild amend thePurposes section of theArticles of hicorpOTation byadding a
Section 2(f):
(f) Toperform anyotherpurposes that areconsistent withthesearticles andIndianalaw applicable to Indiananot-for-
profitcorporations whichare tax exemptunderSection501(cX3) of the Int^al RevenueCode.
RESOLVED, That the Valparaiso University Guild amend the Membership section of the Articles of Incorporation by
striking the followingmembershipprovisions:
Membersh^ in the Valparaiso University Guild, Inc.,conunonly referred to as theNationalGuild, shallbe dividedinto
three classes, namely. Regular Members, Individual Members a^ Associate Members.
(a) Aregular member shall beanywoman affiliated with a congregation of theEvangelical Lutheran Synodical
Conference,who has paid the armual dues to a chapter.
(b) An individual member shallbe anywoman whoresides in a district wherethereareno Charters,whois
affiliated witha congregation of theEvangelical Lutheran Synodical Conference, andwho haspaidthe
aimualdues directlyto theTreasurerof the Guild. Irxiividual membersshaU have all the rights and
privilegesof regularmembers, including Utose of votingand holdingoffice.
(c) An associate membershallbe any woman whois interested in jvomoting the workof the Guildand whohas
paid the armual dues dther to a Chq}teror directlyto theTreasurerof the NationalGuild. Associate
members shall havethesame member^p rights andprivileges asa regular monber, with theexception of
holding office in the National Guild.
and replacing it with:
Themembership of theValparaiso UniversiQr Guild, Inc.,shallbedefined andsetforth in theBylaws of thecorporation and
shallcomply in all respects with hidiana lawaj^licable to Indiana not-for-profit corporations which are taxexempt under
Section S01(c)(3) of the hitemal Revenue Code.
ELECTION OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE
President BevWick announced thattheoffices of President, 1stVice President, 2ndVice President, Secretary andTreasurer
are to be filled by election at the 1996 Convention. The following women were nominated to serve on the Nominating
Cortunittee:
Julia Riess ~ Columbia CascadeCharter OR
Judy Michaels —Diablo ValleyChapter CA
Kris Fox ~ Madison Chqrter WI
Liz DeMik~ Northern \firginia Chapter VA
Jill StaiTunel —DenverChapter CO
Dearma Stritof - Valparaiso ChapterIN
Lois Schumarm ~ Des Moines CopterlA
Corrine Roy ~ Orlando Cluqiter FL
INTRODUCnON OF THE GUILD SCHOLARS
The recipients of the Guild scholarships were introduced by Darlene Leatz, the Guild Liaison from the Office of
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Admissions and Hnancial Aid. She conv^ed thanks on behalf of Heather Brauer, recipient of the Past National Presidents
Scholarship, whowasunable to attend. Heidi Eilers, seniorscholar, andfreshman scholars PaulaMickan andMartinLohrmann,
thanked the Guild for the opportunities made available to them through these scholarsh^.
SPEOAL TOPIC
Kathryn Carpenter, University Librarian, reviewed theMasterPlanforMoelleiing Library withthe assembly. The libraryis
in need of renovationand expansionif it is to continue to serve the needs of Valparaiso University. The efforts undertakenby the
library staff to work in overcrowded conditions without impacting the ability of the users to access information underscore the
problemsof working in the 1990*s information age in a facitity built in the 1960s. Committees have been formedto look into the
facilities and information infrastructure; information accessand collectionpolicies, including basic library services; and public
presentationand financialplaniung. A consultantwas retained to review all aspectsof Moellering Libraryand developoptions
to enable the facility to fulfill its academic nussion of student teaching and learning, tiiereby preparing students for lifelong
learning.
REPORT OF THE TELLERS: NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Marge McCandless, Chairman, reported the followingresults of the tellers:
Number of ballots cast 160
Number of invalid ballots 1
Kris Fox 103
LizDeMik 93
Ju^ Michaels 86
Julia Riess 86
Dearma Stritof 85
Jill Stammel 74
Lois Schumarm 60
Corrine Roy 41
President Bev )^^ck declared the following women elected: KrisFox,Chair, Liz DeMik; JudyMichaels; andJulia Riess.
The inunediate Past National President, Barb Riethmeier, will serve as the fifth member of the Nominating Committee.
CALENDAR RESOLUTION
The ResolutionsCommittee moved adoptionof the followingresolution:
RESOLVED, That$2,700.00 of theValparaiso University Guild Calendar Fund, which includes theprofitfrom thesaleof
the 1995 Guild calendars, be allotted to (blank).
ThePresident called upon 1stVice President Margaret Zobel topresent thethree Calendar Fund Proposals forvoting by the
assembly.
REPORT OF THE BAZAAR COMMITTEE
RuthCowan, Chairman, reported on theBazaar andencouraged everyone toparticipate in theSilent Auction. Sheextended
thanks to all theparticipating chqiters, andrequested thatth^ sendher information on thecosts of the items being sold. This
will be used to detemune the net profit realized Ity the Bazaar.
REPORT OF THE COOKBOOK MARKETING COMMITTEE
JudyMichaels, CSiairman, recogiuzed thechapters thatmetthechallenge to"sellonecookbook permember by September."
The chapters were: Orlando Chq)ter FL; Des Moines Ch^ter lA; Old Domiruon Ch^ter VA; Harbor Li^ts C!hapter CA;
Milwaukee Suburban Chapter WI; Southtowns of ErieCotmty Chtqrter NY; Saddleback Valley Charter CA; andLorainCounty
Chapter OH. She asked anyotherchapter thatbelieves it met the challenge to contact her for a certificate of recognition. More
than $17,000 was added to the Cookbook Endowment Fundeven thoughonly half the ch^ters participated in cookbook sales
during the past year. All chapters were encouraged to revitalize their sales.
REPORT OF THE GUILD GOODIES COORDINATOR
First VicePresidentJudy Waetjen highlighted the nineteenGuild Goodies for the 1995-1996 season. The newest items
werepresented to the assembly: "Bloomin* Sweatshirt" from the Covered Bridge Chapter WI;anda computer mousepad with
the ValparaisoUruversity seal from the Southem Piedmont Chqiter NC.
GUILD SCHOLARSHIP AND COOKBOOK ENDOWMENT FUND RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Cormnittee moved the following resolution which was adopted:
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WHEREAS, The profits fiom the sale of the Valparaiso University Guild cookbooks has inoreased die endowment fund
substantially,
WHEREAS,The cost of educationat Valparaiso Universitycontinues to rise,
WHEREAS,To keep pace with this rising cost of education; be it
RESOLVED, That the annual Guild cookbookscholarship awards to eight reorients be increasedby $500 annually over
the next four years so that the award in 1997 will be $2,500; in 1998, $3,000; in 19S9,$3,500; and in the year 2000, the award
will be $4,000.
PresidentBev Wickclarifiedthat the dates in the resolutionrefer to the schoolyearsending in thoseyears.
CLOSING PRAYER
The closing prayer was given by M Stanunel, retiring Area Director, Area m.
The meeting was adjournedat 4:00 pan.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23,1995
President Bev Wick called the meeting to order at 9:35 a.m. The opening devotions were given by the guitar choir, "Gift of
Song," led by Frankie Cowan. Executive Director Janie Lichtfuss was a member of die choir.
REPORT OF THE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
Esther Kruger, member of the Credentials Committee, reported 213 regist^ed voting members and 3 guests. The report
was adopted.
REPORT OF THE TELLERS: CALENDAR FUND
Marge McCandless, Chairman, reported the followingresults of the tellers:
Distribution #1: Number of votes cast 166
Necessary for election 84
Results: Education/ForeignLanguage & Literatures 86
Psychology/SocialWork/GraduateDivision 78
Office of the President 8
The resolution was adopted as follows:
RESOLVH), That $2,700.00of the Valparaiso UniversityGuild Calendar Fund, which includes the profit from the sale of
the 1995 Guild calendars, be allotted to: Department of Education ~ laminating machine; and the Department of Foreign
Language and Literatures ~ foreign language computer programs and equipment.
PRESENTATION OF PROJECT FUND CHECK
PresidentBev Vfick and TreasurerJudy Mason preseitted Bill Smriga, Directorof the Valparaiso Union, with a check for
$100,000from die 1994-1995 Project Fund. Bill thankedthe Guild on behalf of the studentsand the Unitmstaff and presented
President Bev Wick with a plaque created from the old bowling lanes in the Union, acknowledging the Guild's assistance with
the Union renovation.
ENDOWMENT FUND EXPLANATION
Treasurer Judy Mason presented additional information to the assemblyregarding the Cookbook Scholarship Endowment
Fund. The spending allocation from the fund for the past severalyearshas been higher than the amountrequiredfor the existing
eight scholarships. This has resulted inan excess balance ofalmost $40,000. fri addition, the endowment ^d corpus, currently
at $450,000, continues to grow through contributions and production of income. The resolution passed on September 22 will
provide a rising level of scholarshipsfunded by the current year spending allocationand the excess balance. In 2000, the excess
balancewill be gone, and the estimatedspending allocation will fiillyfundeight$4,000scholarships.
CHAPTER PROJECT RESOLUTION
The ResolutionsCommittee moved adoptionof the followingresolution:
WHEREAS, The missionof the Valparaiso University Guild is to provide facilities necessaryfor the students' physical and
sjnritual welfare;
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RESOLVED, That the next Valparaiso University Guild project fund be allocated for facilities for the entire campus
community as (blank).
The President calledupon2nd "^^ce President JudyWaetjen to jnesent the threeProjectFundproposals for votingby the
assembly.
1. 1-yearproject ~ Replacementof Sound System in the Chapel of the Resmrection
2. 2-year project ~ Upgrade electrical infrastructure and add air conditioning to Guild/Memorial
3. 5-year project —GuUdPlaza
REPORT OF THE BYLAWS COMMITTEE
Joaime Gatz, Chairman, moved adoption of the followingbylaws amendment, which was adopted as presented:
ARTICI£ U Purpose
Section Id. seeking to provide facilities necessary for the physical and spiritual welfare of the students.
Section le. emphasizing and reinforcing the call of the University to provide highly educated and conunitted Christian
leaders for the nation and the world.
Pam Sieving, member of the Bylaws Committee, moved adoption of the following bylaws amendmoit:
ARTICLE Vn Officers. Nominations, and Elections
Section lb. All national officers shall be members dedicated to the purpose and ideals of the Guild. The President and
Vice Presidents shall be members of a Lutheran church in the United States or Canada. The Secretary and
Treasurer shall be members of a Christian denomination in the United States or Canada.
A ballot vote was taken and the results reported after the lunch recess.
Joanne Gatz, Chairman,moved adoptionof the followingbylawsamendment,which was adoptedas amended:
ARTICLE XI Committees
Section 1. Standing Committees. The following Standing Committees are recommended: Activities, Bazaar, Bed and
Breakfast, Bylaws, Calendar, Community Relations, Cookbook Distribution, Cookbook Marketing, Guild
Goodies, Historian, Membership, Parliamentarian, Person-to-Person, and other such committees as are
deemed necessary to promote the program of the Guild. Chairmen of all Standing Committees shall be
appointed by the President with the tq^proval of the Board of Directors aiKi shall serve for the term of the
President who appointed them. Size of Standing Committees shall be determined by committee chairmen,
with the exception of Historian and Parliamentarian.
JoaimeGatz,Chairman, movedadoptionof an amendment to the StandingRules,whichwas adoptedas presented:
STANDING RULES
Expenses Reimbursable bv
Valparaiso Universitv Guild. Inc.
For Attendance at National Conventions.
Meetings of the Executive Council and
of the Board of Directors
PaulaSauer,memberof the BylawsCommittee, movedadoptionof the following bylawsamendment:
PROVISOS
The followingproviso was adopted:
ARTICLEV - If adopted, to take effect July 1,1996.
ARTICLEXI - That the CalendarChairmancompleteher workon the 1996calendar. (Changed later amendment.)
ARTICLE V Dues. Funds, and Gifts
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Section 1. Annual National Dues.
Section 2.
Sections.
Section 4.
Section S.
Section 6.
Section 7.
a. A "Self-Select Dues" shall allow members to choose a comfortable/challenging dues level for
themselves.
b. Annual national dues for members of the Guild shall not fall below the minimum of:
1. Fifteen dollars ($15.00) for Members
2. Sixty dollars ($^.00) for Four \S^ds members; and
3. Five dollars ($5.00) for Golden members.
c. All dues willbe separatedby percentageinto three (3) funds:
University Fund 35%
Opoating Fund 50%
Guild Office Endowment 15%
Universitv Fund. ThirQr-five percent (35%) of the annual national dues shall be donated to the University
Fundof Va^)araiso University.
Operatinf/Pmject Fund. Fifty percent (50%) of the annual national dues shall be included with gifts and
monies raised bychapters through activities andshall beused for special {nojects determined by theGuild in
C(mventi(m. Expenses for operating theGuild shall bepaid firmn this fund, except asotherwise specified by
these Bylaws.
GuildOffice Endowment. Fifteen percent (15%) of the aimual national duesshallbe put intoan Endowment
for the operation of the Guild Office.
Guild Special. Each chapter shall annually allot a sum of $20.00 for the purchase of a special gift to the
University, to be presented at the time of Convention. The selection of thegift shall be decided by the
Executive Council. Themon^ for this giftshall besentto thenational Treasurer by February 1.
Gifts. Gifts from individuals, groups, or corporations may bereceived bytheGuild. Gifts notdesignated by
the donor will be allocated in the followingmaimer:
a. Undesignated gifts of less than $1,000 will gototheGuild Operating/Project Fund, or tosuch purposes
designated by die Board of Directors.
b. Undesignated giftsof $1,000or morewillbe designated by theGuildin Conventiort
Resolutions/Allocations of Funds. Blanks in resolutions relating to allocation of funds, theGuild Special,
and gifts shall be filled by a preferentialvote.
Byagreement oftheassembly, discussion was halted forthe lunch recess, tobecontinued after themeeting reconvened.
NOON PRAYER
Thenoonprayerwasgivenby Marian Yunghans, retiring AreaDirector, AreaIV.
Themeeting was adjourned at 12:30 p.m. Following theArea luncheons, themembo's of theGuild processed from Guild
Hallto theValparaiso University Center for theArts forthededication of theGuild Lobby, followed by thededication of a work
of textile art, 'benediction," to the memory of Jo Feller, alate member of the Atlanta Ch^ter GA. The funds for the piece were
contributed bymembers ofthe Atlanta Chapter and other friends ofJo. The meeting reconvened intheTheater ofthe Valparaiso
University Center for the Arts at 2:20pjn. There being no objection from the assembly, the agenda was modified, and the
officialrole of 213 votingmembersfrom themorningsessionwasretained.
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
President Bev Vfick introduced Janie Lichtfuss, Executive Director of the Guild. Dr. Alan Harre, President of Valparaiso
University, spoke to the assembly prior to the address of the Executive Director. He stated that the Guild is valued by Ihe
University, both as a group and as individuals. He briefly discussed the fiscal problems faced by the University Board of
Directors and the administration thatare typical of higher education in the United States. (Seepage 8 in the Bulletin for die
address of die Executive Director.)
REPORT OF THE TELLERS: CHAPTER PROJECT FUND
MargeMcCandless, Chairman, reportedthe following resultsof the tellers:
Distribution #1: Number of votes cast
Necessary for election
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192
97
Results: Chapel of theResuirectitm ~ sound system 126
Guild/Memorial —electricalupgrade/
air conditioning 61
Guild Plaza 5
The resolution was adopted as follows:
WHEREAS, Themission of theValparaiso University Guild is toprovide facilities necessary forthestudents' physical and
spiritual welfare;
RESOLVED, That the next Valparaiso University Guild project fund be allocated for facilities for the entire campus
community as replacement of thesoundsystemin the Chapel of the Resurrection.
REPORT OF THE TELLERS: AMENDMENT TO BYLAWS
MargeMcCandless, Chairman, reportedthe following resultsof die tellers:
Number of ballots cast 192
NumbCT of invalid ballots 2
Necessary for election 128
Results: For 149
Against 41
The amendment to Article VII, Officers. Nominations, and Elecdons. Section lb, was adopted as presented.
PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1995-1996
TheTreasurer moved adopdon of theproposed budget forJuly 1, 1995 - June 30,1996, which was adopted as presented.
The budgetincludes a line itemforprintingthenewBed & Breakfast Directory.
Travel - ChapterPresidents $26,000
Travel - Roster 33,100
Bulletin 9,200
Operating/Admin. Expenses 7,600
Office EquipmentReplacement 4,200
Printing/Bed & BreakfastDirectory 2,700
Printing/Stationery 1,000
Speaker 1,500
Senior Women's Dinner 300
Gifts/Memorials 300
Miscellaneous 250
Total $86.150
Ai^noved by the Guild Boardof Directors September, 1995.
REPORT OF THE ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE
Sylvia Luekens, Chairman, asked chapters that have held successful projects to send herdescriptions. A script for an
"Advent fay Candlelight" service, prq)ared with assistance from Ann Louise Pera, was shared with theassembly.
REPORT OF THE BED & BREAKFAST COMMITTEE
Nan^ Fehr, Chairman, presented the new Bed&Breakfast directory. Locations are listed bystate rather than bychqjter to
make thedirectory easier for non-Guild members touse. The goal for tte Bed &Breakfast program is toincrease participation,
botiiby an increase in dienumberof guestsand an increase in the number of ch^ters hostingguests.
REPORT OF THE CALENDAR CHAIRMAN
Sally Beck, Chairman, presented the new calendar for 1996 which celebrates the seasons of thechurch year. Thecalendar
features originalartworkby four formerValparaiso University art students andthechairman.
INTRODUCTION OF COMMITTEE CHAIRS
President Bev Wick introduced Kate Gerken, Conununity Relations Chairman, and Linda Deal, Membership Chairman.
The reportsof the chairmenwill be printedin the Bulletin.
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REPORT OF THE BYLAWS COMMITTEE
Thebylaws amendment toArticle V, Dues. Funds, and Gifts, was adopted aspresented.
Paula Sauer, member of the Bylaws Committee, moved adoption of the following bylaws amendment, which was adopted
as amended:
ARTICLE IV Membership
Section 1. Any w(»nan may become a member if she is interested in Christian education asprovided at Valparaiso
University andhas paid theannualnationalduesto a chapter.
Section 2. Any woman residing in a locality where there is no chfq)ter, who is interested in Christian education as
provided at Va^)araiso University, may be accepted as a Four Wmds member of theGuild paying die
minimum amuial national FourWinds dues directly to the nationaltreasurer of the Guild who shall forward
herrecord of membership to theCoordinator of Area Directors. Any such member shall have all therights
and jnivileges of memboship, including thoseof voting andholding ofBce, subjectto the control of Article
Vn, Section lb.
Section 3. Any member of Valparaiso UniversiQr Guild who hasreached theageof70, or any woman who is interested
inChristian education as provided atValparaiso University, and who is70years ofage orolder, may request
aGolden membership. Any such members shall have all the rights and privileges ofmember^p, inclining
those of voting and holdingoffice, subject to the controlof ArticleVn, Section lb.
BYLAWS RESOLUTION
Pam Sieving, member of the Bylaws Committee, bydirection of the Bylaws Committee, moved the following resolution
which was adopted:
RESOLUTION: Be it resolved that the Bylaws Committee be authorized to correct article and section designation,
punctuation, and cross references and tomake such other teduiical and conforming changes asmay benecessary to reflect the
intentof theValparaiso University Guild for thebylaws amendments passed atConvention 1995.
RECOGNITION FOR SHARON HERSEMANN
Margaret Zobel, 1st \^ce President, summarized the tribute given by the Guild to Sharon Hersemann: 'To show our
tqjpreciation to Sharon Hersemann forheryears of service to theGuild, on Kday evening, Sqjtember 22,1995,themembers of
the Valparaiso University Guild paid tribute to Sharon with a gift ofa stoneware coffee set and a rising vote of thanks." By
unanimous consent, the summary wasmadea partof therecords of theConvention.
RESOLUTION OF THANKS FOR SHARON HERSEMANN
The Resolutions Committee movedthe following resolution which wasadopted:
WHEREAS, Sharon Hersemaim hasfaithflilly served theValparaiso University Guild asGuild Office Assistant since 1981,
andhasdemonstrated her efficiency anddevotion to serving themembers of theGuild, and
WHEREAS, Sharon's ever-present warm smileandvalued friendship arecherished;
RESOLVED, Thatthe members of theValparaiso University Guild thank and praise God for inspiring Sharon Hersemann
to share her talents and gifts in service to the GuUd.
RETIRING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR RESOLUTION
Lyrni Bahls, Parliamentarian, bydirection of theBoard of Directors, moved the following resolution which was adopted:
WHEREAS, Janie Uchtfiiss has ably led the Valparaiso University Guild as itsExecutive Director for the past sixyears,
WHEREAS, Janie previously blessed the Guild with thegiftof leadership invarious chapter and area positions, as2nd \^ce
President, as 1st >flcePresident, as President and as Historian,
WHEREAS, Janie represented the Guild with vision and courage as a member of the Valparaiso University Board of
Directors andlateras an active member of the University community.
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WHEREAS, Thousands of dollars have been raised for the Valparaiso Universi^ Guild Project Funds through Janie's
creative spark that inspired the Guild to run,
WHEREAS,Janie has alwayschallengedthe Guild to followits dreams and reach for the stars,
WHEREAS, Janiehas demonstrated her deep love for the Guild by ensuringits futurestrengththroughthe establishment of
the Guild OfGce Endowment,
WHEREAS, Janie has shared her true and joy-filled Christian spirit with the members of the Guild and the University
communiQ^, and
WHEREAS, Janie has indeed been called to serve the Guild and the Kingdom for such a time as this;
RESOLVED, The membersof the Valparaiso UniversiQr Guild offerjoyful praise and thanks to God fenthe blessingwhich
Janie lichtfiiss has been to the Guild and to Valparaiso University.
NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved the following resolution which was adopted:
WHEREAS, RebeccaBalkohas been aj^inted Executive Director of the Valparaiso University Guild,
WHEREAS, Rebeccawill perform all duties set forth in ArticleXII section2 of the Guild bylaws, effective November 1,
1995;
RESOLVED, That the 1995 Convention body, all chapters and members of the Valparaiso University Guild welcome
Rebecca and acknowledgeher abilities to performthe duties of ExecutiveDirectorefficiently, and
RESOLVED, That all members pledge theircomplete cooperation to her andpraythat Godwill guide andblessher as she
serves her Lord in this place.
CONVENTION RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved the following resolution which was adopted:
WHEREAS, Isaiah43:19areads,"Behold,I amdoinga new thing;now it springsforth,do you not perceiveit?,"
WHEREAS, The report of the second Ad Hoc Committee for the Future of the Guild presented exciting challenges for
growth in the Guild to die year 2000,
WHEREAS, The fruits of our past efforts resulted in the celebration of the dedication of the Guild Lobby in the new
Valparaiso UniversiQr Center for theArts and thepresentation of a check for$100,000 forrenovation of theUnion; therefore be
it
RESOLVED, That we gratefully acknowledge all those whose time and efforts went into planning this 64th Convention,
especially the ValparaisoChapter and the Area m chapters; and
RESOLVED, That theGuildgo forthwithgreatzealandjoy and workto fulfillGod's plan for theGuildin the future.
CLOSING PRAYER
The assembly joined in prayer and song to give thanks to Godandcelebrateall theGuildhas accomplished.
The 64th annual convention of the Valparaiso UniversityGuild was adjourned at 4:20 p.m.
As an addendum to the minutes, on Saturday evening, September 23, 1995, Stephanie Gerdes, representing the Valparaiso
University Alumni Association, presented an Alumni Service Award to Janie Lichtfiiss, Executive Director and Past National
President of the Valparaiso Universi^ Guild. The members of the Valparaiso University Guildpaidtribute to Janiewitha giftof
a piece of crystal obelisk formed around a colored candle and flame.
Approvedby the MinutesApprovalConunittee:
LyrmBahls ~ National Parliamentarian
Lorraine Dorough Julane Swank ~AUanta Chapter GA
Secretary Wolff ~ Alabama Chapter AL
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REPORT OF THE NATIONAL TREASURER
National Treasurer Judy Mason f
on Alumni Assoc. trip to Egypt!
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD. INC.
Statement of Activities
For the year ended June 30. 1995
Cookbook Calendar Calendar Past Office Univeniiy Guild Total
Fund Fund Reserve NatOfr Endowmt Fund .Special All Funds
REVENUE. GAINS AND OTHER SUPPORT:
Chapter Contributions:
Operating/Project Funds 1
Member Dues
Guild Run
Bed & Breakfast
Guild Special
Memorials & Project Gifts
Other Support:
Cookbmk. Calendar. Card Sales
Interest
Endowment fund contributions
Celebration cards
Prepaid dues, net
Chapter supply sales
Convention receipts
ExecutiveCouncilreceipts
Guild Run registrations
183.565 2.140 185.705
12.509 4.440
122
12,631 4.440
EXPENSES:
Beneficiary Contributions:
Valparaiso University
General Administration;
Travel • Roster
Travel • Chapter Presidents
Printing/Bulletin
Operating expense
Printing/Stationery
Computer equipment replmni
Senior women's breakfast
Gifts
Miscellaneous
Printing/Cookbooks & Calendars
Convention expenses
Executive council expenses
An work - Jo Feller Memorial
Guild run expenses
Cookbook distr. expenses
Misc. office expenses
Chapter supplies
Cookbook sales tax, net
TOTAL EXPENSES
Change in net assets
Net assets at July 1.1994
Net assets at June 30.1995
(99.37(® (2,070) (101,440) (17,811) (1.000)
(29,266)
(25,514)
(7,567)
(5,945)
(1.392)
(1.229)
(317)
(224)
(181)
(29,266)
(25.514)
(7,567)
(5.945)
(1.392)
(1.229)
(317)
(224)
(181)
0
(13,458)
(5.998)
1.000) (1,000)
a.397) (2,370)
(191,511) (3,070) (194.581) (20,603) (3,370)
(7,943) (93^ (8,876) (7,974) 1.070"
360 1,775
0 360 1,775 10.209 2.180 217.299
(360) (1,775) (9.996) (2.235) (134,617)
(29,266)
(25.514)
(7.567)
(5.945)
(1,392)
(1.229)
(317)
(224)
25 (156)
(4.767)
(13.458)
(5.998)
(1.000)
(400)
(380)
(350)
(300)
(15)
l 06W (1.775) (9.971) (2.235) (232,895)
"o 0 0 238 (15,594)
0\ •
•>; • I
\
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NOMINATION FORM
Dear Guild Members:
"Behold, a new thing," as we, your Nominating Committee, begin the task of organizing a slate of officers.
At the September 1996 Convention, we will elect a President, 1st Vice President, 2nd Vice President,
Secretary, and Treasurer. We request your prayerful consideration of names of Guild women you feel are
qualified for these positions. The deadline for returning this form is February 1, 1996.
All Guild members are eligible to submit recommendations to our committee for consideration. You may
use this or a similar form to submit your nominations.
Office
Nominee's Name
Address
City/State ^Zip_
Chapter
Qualifications of Nominee:
General Comments:
Submitted by (optional)
Chapter
Please mail all recommendations to the Chairman of the Nominating Committee.
Sincerely,
Kristine Fox, Chairman*
Elizabeth DeMik
Judy Michaels
Julia Riess
Barbara Riethmeier
7011 Longmeadow Rd, Madison, Wl 53717
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GUILD GOODIES APPLICATION
Guild chapter submitting application
Date of application
Item
Full description of item:
Price per item
Shipping/Handling
Total
Person responsible for handling orders:
Name ^Telephone
Address
.Zip
Additional information needed from customer to complete an order such as size, color, etc.
Sample of the item and a clear, glossy photographmust accompany this application.
Send application to current Guild Goodies Chair or to the Guild Office.
GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR GOODIES!
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Aiq)lication For
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD COOKBOOK SCHOLARSHIP
Each year receipts from the sale of Guild cookbooks provide $2,000 scholarships for sons and
daughters of Guild members. Scholarship awards are based on academic ability, extracurricular
involvement, and financial need. Provided the freshman recipient maintains a satisfactory
academic record, the awardwill continue through the senioryear.
This special Guild Application should be submitted to the Office of Admissions and Financial
Aid alongwith the regularUniversity admissions forms.
Name
Last First Middle or Maiden
Home Address
Street City State Zip
Phone ^Name of Parent or Guardian
College you plan to enter:
( ) Arts & Sciences
( ) Business Administration
( ) Engineering
( ) Nursing
Month and year you plan to enter Valparaiso University
Name and address of high school
( ) I have filed an application for admission to ValparaisoUniversity.
( ) Please send me an application for admission to Valparaiso University.
I am the son ( ) daughter ( ) of a Guild member in the Chapter.
DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING APPLICATION: MARCH 1st of each year.
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LIVING BOOKS MEMORIALS
The following Living Books Memorials, given from January 1,1995
through June 30,1995, totaled $870.00.
Covered Bridge WI Geiseman Memorial IL Nassau-Suffolk NY
Arthur Roberts John Bass The Rev. Carl Spilman
George Murray
Decatur Circuit IN Glenbrook IL
Irwin Franke Brigitte Pampel Northern Virginia VA
Esther Lutze
Detroit MI Greater Kansas City KS
Margery Bruns Sophie Nunn Orange County CA
Richard Herringtcxi Michael Vsas Oliver Brelje
Alberta Kaufman Arlene lind
Lydia Meinke Hammond IN
I^llip Ogilvie Emma Lauerman Rochester NY
Mildred Rieth James Andren Hemann
Harbor Lights CA
Detroit Suburban West MI Hilda Harre Saginaw MI
Lydia Schudlich Gladys Laurenz
Madison WI
Detroit West Marcella Barsley St. Louis MO
Lydia Schudlich Mary Jane Olson Anne Wettendorf
Mary Sawisky
Dundee IL Sun City AZ
Edna Buhrow Medina OH Helen Gilchrist
Lydia Roemer Eleanor Karken Julia Rusnak
Harmka Sargent
East Central IL Milwaukee Suburban WI
James Gendreau Chalotte Finley Valparaiso IN
Arthur Roberts Hilda Harre Florence Rickman
Eleanore Marquardt
ElmIL Erich Allwardt Individual
Esther Keske Betty Wilson Ardin G. Newbauer
Four Winds Mt. Clemens MI In Honor Of
Adeley Hauch Gertrude Alwardt Michael Dausch
Vera Stamer Martin Wuggazer Helen Niedner
Naperville XL
Mary Ulrich
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CELEBRATION CARDS
"For what thanksgiving can werender to Godfor you,for all thejoy which wefeel for your sake
before our God..." I Thessalonians, 3:9
Dorothy and Paul Craig
Dorothy Tribble
Dr. Norman Temme
Ame & Ethelyne Kristo
Ruth & Ernest Scheyeder
Rev. and Mrs. Stechholz
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig Krafft
Edwin L. Zehnder
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grother
Gretchen Thielhart
Janie Lichtfiiss
Celebrationcards have been given with joy on the occasionof baptisms,birthdays,
confirmations,weddings,anniversaries, recovery from illness, birth of a child.
Gifts in honorof the abovepersons,givenfrom January 1,1995 throughSeptember30,1995
totaled $280.00.
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CURRENT PROJECT GIFTS
Gifts to the Current Project of the Guild on behalfof individuals, given ftom January 1,1995 through
September 30,1995 totaled $355.00.
Aurora IL
Mrs. H. RuUman
Diablo Valley CA
Lynn Yvonne Spitz \^dal
Indianapolis IN
Elizabeth Siefker
Loraine County OH
Hilda Piepenburg
St. Louis MO
Barbara Schoedel
St. Petersburg FL
Dorothy Young
June Krekeler
Valparaiso IN
Nina Spatafora
Guild Board
Janie Lichtfuss
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Valparaiso University Guild
Valparaiso University
Kretzmann Hall
Valparaiso IN 46383-6493
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